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Abstract  

The DT-ICT-13 topic in Digital Platforms and Pilots aims at creating a coordination and support initiative to 

harmonise not just the DT-ICT-07 … 12 Innovation Actions, but also a broader ecosystem of projects, sometimes 

belonging to different DGs of European Commission (DG RTD, but also DG AGRI, DG ENERGY and DG HEALTH). 

OPEN DEI introduced this deliverable in WP1 (Coordination and Management) in order to develop and implement 

a methodology for coordinating the four domains of Digital Platforms and Pilots focus area. A 8-steps 

methodology has been developed and followed to harmonise the four different OPEN DEI domains 

(Manufacturing, Agri-food, Energy, Health & Care), to identify common discussion topics and to implement 

synergies through proper Task Forces. This report D1.3 describes the birth and the progress status of this initiative 

at M18 (November 2020). A further report will be delivered at the end of the project M36 (May 2022). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The present D1.3 deliverable “COORDINATION METHODOLOGY FOR OPEN DEI FOUR DOMAINS” has been 

introduced at M14 (July 2020) together with Task 1.5 “Coordination of Four Domains Ambassadors” and the 

beneficiary FPM (Fondazione Politecnico di Milano) with the aim to introduce a more systematic approach to 

the harmonization between the OPEN DEI workplan (Work Packages and deliverables) with the activities 

performed in the four domains (projects’ cluster and relevant Working Groups). 

Indeed, this amendment just formalized an ongoing process of systematization of the project, started since 

April 2020.  A coordination methodology has been therefore formalized and its eight steps defined (Ch. 2), 

agreed with all the stakeholders and their implementation started. 

STEP-1. Appointment of the Ambassadors, as OPEN DEI persons each following one of the four domains, 

animating the sector-specific discussions, disseminating and creating awareness on OPEN DEI cross-

sectoral topics and stimulating participation and cross-domain collaboration. The 4 Ambassadors 

(Carmen Polcaro MANUFACTURING; Marianna Faraldi AGRI-FOOD, Alberto Dognini ENERGY and 

Luc Nicolas HEALTH & CARE) have been appointed inside the OPEN DEI consortium and are 

currently fully operational. 

STEP-2. Definition of OPEN DEI ecosystem, as the a-synchronicity between the OPEN DEI workplan and 

the workplan of the Inner Circle projects calls for the involvement of additional domain-specific 

projects, like the IOT LSPs of the recent past and also projects running in different DGs than DG CNECT, 

like DG AGRI and DG HEALTH. The OPEN DEI ecosystem is quite dynamic, due to the different calls 

for projects in the Digital Platforms focus area (DT-ICT-07 to DT-ICT-12). At the moment of 

delivering D1.3 in fact, 13 projects from the Inner Circle are actively contributing to OPEN DEI, 

while the results of both DT-ICT-09 (Rural Areas) and DT-ICT-12 (AI Hospital of the Future) has 

not been published yet. Additional ecosystem projects (especially in the Healthcare domain) 

have been invited and engaged in OPEN DEI, so that at the moment the OPEN DEI ecosystem 

counts of 28 projects in the four domains. 

STEP-3. Definition of Working Groups, with different background and motivations depending on the 

domain. For instance, in the Manufacturing domain, under the initiative of the ZDMP Innovation 

Action, a DMP cluster was pre-existing the start date of OPEN DEI and the start date of the domain 

CSA (Connected Factories started in Dec 2019) in charge of the cluster management. In the Health & 

Care domain, under the stimulus of the EC, it was OPEN DEI directly through its EHTEL Ambassador 

to be in charge of the foundation and initial animation of the WGs. Currently 5+4+3+5 = 17 Working 

Groups are active in our ecosystem. This number is very variable and dynamic for motivations 

internal to each of the domains: very recently for instance the initial 9 Manufacturing Working 

Groups have been merged into 5. 

STEP-4. Definition of Supporting Tools, such as common knowledge repositories and mailing lists in order 

to support the activities of the domain-dependent Working Groups. Again, in the presence of a 

supportive CSA (Manufacturing Connected Factories CSA) such managerial activities have been 

performed by the CSA itself, in other cases OPEN DEI had to set up such tools and host discussions of 

the Working Groups. While the other domains adopted their own supporting tools solutions 

(often provided by domain CSAs or clusters), especially the Health and Care domain and its WGs 

took advantage of the mailing lists and repository facilities offered by OPEN DEI. 

STEP-5. Working Groups activities, which, depending on the case, the OPEN DEI Ambassadors have just 

supported, if not founded and constantly animated and stimulated. Sometimes domain Working 

Groups conduct very specific activities, while some other times the cross-domain nature of the 

discussion prevails and calls for other more extended participative moments. The OPEN DEI 

Ambassadors’ presence is assured in all of them, but with different roles, depending on the 
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case: from just a secretarial work to a more active role of moderators and stimulation of 

discussion. 

STEP-6. Cross-Domain activities, which are concerned not just with non-technical topics such as 

dissemination, exploitation and open calls management, but also with technical topics such as the 

theme of common Reference Architectures and Data Spaces, the role of Open Source solutions and 

of Standardization activities cross-domain. The main role for OPEN DEI Ambassadors in domain 

specific WGs is to identify topics which could have a cross-domain impact and to propose their 

adoption in any of the OPEN DEI Task Forces. This was for instance the case for different 

domain-specific events on Data Sharing Spaces which expressed their need for a cross-domain 

discussion. 

STEP-7. Creation of Task Forces, which materialize the bridge between the OPEN DEI consortium and work 

plan and the cross-domain activities identified in the previous step. Task Forces follow both a top 

down and a bottom up convergent approach where some of them could be originated by the OPEN 

DEI achievements and some other coming from the discussions in the respective Working Groups. 

TF1 about Data Sharing Spaces is fully operational and will deliver its main output (a white 

paper) within the end of the year. In 2021 new Task Forces will be activated. For instance, the 

TF2 will more focus on business and SME engagement topics (through DIHs), while TF3 will focus 

on technical topics such as reference architectures, standards and role of Open Source 

solutions. 

STEP-8. Implementation of Task Forces, according to a 6-months plan where the final aim could be the 

production of a white / position paper, the development of an innovation community, the joint 

participation to large scale events such as the annual ICT conference or the Hannover Fair. TF1 is 

currently ongoing with the active participation of 13 projects from the four domains and a 

community of experts of more than 40 people, engaged in the writing of the four main chapters 

of the white paper “Design Principles for common and domain-specific Data Spaces” 

Fundamentals of Data Spaces; Building Blocks for Data Spaces; Sector-specific Data Spaces; 

Business and Governance models for Data Spaces. 

D1.3 (M18) will evolve towards D1.4 (M36) under the coordination of FPM and of the four Ambassadors. The 

OPEN DEI ecosystem will be enlarged with the new DT-ICT-09 and -12 projects; new emerging discussion 

themes will be discussed inside the WGs (e.g. role of Artificial Intelligence; Edge and IoT architectures; Privacy 

and Confidentiality; Cybersecurity) especially when Horizon Europe and Digital Europe programs will be 

launched and the four Task Forces will become fully operational.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

D1.3 deliverable “COORDINATION METHODOLOGY FOR OPEN DEI FOUR DOMAINS” has been introduced at 

M14 (July 2020) together with Task 1.5 “Coordination of Four Domains Ambassadors” and the beneficiary FPM 

(Fondazione Politecnico di Milano) with the aim to introduce a more systematic approach to the 

harmonization between the OPEN DEI workplan (Work Packages and deliverables) with the activities 

performed in the four domains (projects’ cluster and relevant Working Groups). 

Indeed, this amendment just formalized an ongoing process of systematization of the project, started since 

April 2020.  A coordination methodology has been therefore formalized and its eight steps defined agreed 

with all the stakeholders and their implementation started. This D1.3 deliverable reports the status of 

implementation of the 8 steps methodology at M18, while the coming D1.4 will report the final situation at 

M36. 

One of the most relevant difficulties in OPEN DEI is the a-synchronicity between the project activities (work 

plan) and the ecosystem of Inner Circle and External Circle projects (Ch. 3). As a matter of fact, while in the 

Manufacturing Industry three DT-ICT-08 Inner Circle Innovation Actions began their activities in January 2019 

(and other three in January 2020), in the Health & Care sector no DT-ICT-12 (Smart Hospital of the Future) 

projects are at the moment active, so the cluster activities have been brought forward by the external circle 

ecosystem. An intermediate situation is in fact running for the Energy and Agri-food domains. 

According to the methodology, the four domains ecosystem projects started organizing Working Groups 

(Ch. 4) to address and discuss common interest topics in the domain. Sometimes such an aggregation activity 

has been stimulated by the EC itself, some other times by a designated domain CSA, some other times by the 

OPEN DEI representatives (namely Ambassadors) which in any case have actively participated in the Working 

Groups. 

As a final collaboration model between OPEN DEI work plan (DOA tasks and deliverables) and domain-specific 

Working Groups (Ch. 4) OPEN DEI proposes the creation of Task Forces (CH. 5), which originated by OPEN 

DEI activities aim to involve not just eminent experts of the four domains projects’ ecosystem, but also 

external experts with the role of Facilitators. At the time being, four hypotheses of Task Forces have been 

ideated and developed, with different levels of maturity and different time plans. TF1 started in September 

2020 aimed at achieving a common vision among the four domains about the concept of a common 

European Data Sharing Spaces, which corresponds in OPEN DEI to some activities in WP2 and WP5. The TF2 

will concern with reference architectures and other technical topics mostly addressed in WP2 and WP3. TF3 

will set up a collaborative initiative between Digital Platforms (our domain) and Digital Innovation Hubs. 

Finally, TF4 is more concerned with the Business impact aspects of the initiative which will be measured and 

assessed towards the end of the experimentations in the projects (WP3). 
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2 THE OPEN DEI METHODOLOGY 

How to fluently manage the interrelation between the OPEN DEI work plan and the four domains of the Digital 

Platform focus area of H2020 ICT LEIT WP2018-2020 which constitute (see Ch.3) the spine of the project? The 

following methodology has been developed in order to better structure this liaison and achieve the best 

coordination and harmonization results. 

 

FIGURE 1 THE OPEN DEI METHODOLOGY 

STEP-9. Appointment of the Ambassadors, as OPEN DEI persons each following one of the four 

domains, animating the sector-specific discussions, disseminating and creating awareness on 

OPEN DEI cross-sectoral topics and stimulating participation and cross-domain collaboration. 

STEP-10. Definition of OPEN DEI ecosystem, as the a-synchronicity between the OPEN DEI workplan 

and the workplan of the inner circle projects calls for the involvement of additional domain-

specific projects, like the IOT LSPs of the recent past and also projects running in different DGs 

than DG CNECT, like DG AGRI and DG HEALTH. 

STEP-11. Definition of Working Groups, with different background and motivations depending on the 

domain. For instance, in the Manufacturing domain, under the initiative of the ZDMP Innovation 

Action, a DMP cluster was pre-existing the start date of OPEN DEI and the start date of the 

domain CSA (Connected Factories started in Dec 2019) in charge of the cluster management. In 

the Health & Care domain, under the stimulus of the EC, it was OPEN DEI directly through its 

EHTEL Ambassador to be in charge of the foundation and initial animation of the WGs. 

STEP-12. Definition of Supporting Tools, such as common knowledge repositories and mailing lists in 

order to support the activities of the domain-dependent Working Groups. Again, in the 

presence of a supportive CSA (Manufacturing Connected Factories CSA) such managerial 

activities have been performed by the CSA itself, in other cases OPEN DEI had to set up such 

tools and host discussions of the Working Groups. 

STEP-13. Working Groups activities, which, depending on the case, the OPEN DEI Ambassadors have 

just supported, if not founded and constantly animated and stimulated. Sometimes domain 

Working Groups conduct very specific activities, while some other times the cross-domain 

nature of the discussion prevails and calls for other more extended participative moments. 

STEP-14. Cross-Domain activities, which are concerned not just with non-technical topics such as 

dissemination, exploitation and open calls management, but also with technical topics such as 

the theme of common Reference Architectures and Data Spaces, the role of Open Source 

solutions and of Standardization activities cross-domain. 

STEP-15. Creation of Task Forces, which materialize the bridge between the OPEN DEI consortium and 

work plan and the cross-domain activities identified in the previous step. Task Forces follow 

both a top down and a bottom up convergent approach where some of them could be 

originated by the OPEN DEI achievements and some other coming from the discussions in the 

respective Working Groups. 

STEP-16. Implementation of Task Forces, according to a 6-months plan where the final aim could be 

the production of a white / position paper, the development of an innovation community, the 

joint participation to large scale events such as the annual ICT conference or the Hannover Fair. 

The following paragraphs §2.x will describe in more details the activities performed and the future plans for 

each of the eight steps. 

1  
Ambassadors 
appointment

2
Definit ion of 

OPEN DEI 
ecosystem

3
Definit ion of 

working 
groups

4
Definit ion of 
supporting 

tools

5
WGs 

activit ies

6
Cross-domain 

activit ies

7
Creation of 
Task Forces

8
Implementation 
of TFs activit ies
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2.1 Step 1: Ambassadors appointment 

The OPEN DEI consortium has been formed with the idea to have one beneficiary devoted to each of the four 

domains: INNOVALIA for Manufacturing, RWTH EON for Energy, EHTEL for Health & Care, TECNOALIMENTI 

for Agri-food. This initial configuration led the four involved partners to appoint one representative per 

domain: 

MANUFACTURING. Carmen Polcaro is a senior R&D project manager involved in several 

European projects dealing with digital solutions applied to diverse Manufacturing sectors. 

With more than 15 years of experience assessing and supporting SMEs in their research 

and innovation activities, her core expertise resides in supporting the creation of new 

products and processes, to improve efficiency and seize new market opportunities. 

AGRI-FOOD. Marianna Faraldi is Project manager at Tecnoalimenti S.C.p.A. since 2001. 

Her expertise focuses on creating connections between Agri-food industry and research 

actors, for new ideas to realize through industrial research projects on multidisciplinary 

topics related to agriculture and food. 

ENERGY. Alberto Dognini received the M.Sc. (cum laude) degree in electrical engineering 

from the Polytechnic University of Milan, Italy, in 2014. From 2015 until 2017 he worked as 

Engineering Project Manager at ABB - Electrification Products Division in Dalmine, Italy, 

leading the revamping of medium voltage electrical apparatus and switchgears. He is 

currently working toward the Ph.D. as Research Associate with the Institute for 

Automation of Complex Power Systems, E.ON Energy Research Center, RWTH Aachen 

University, Germany. His current research interests include the development of energy 

services and the design of automation systems to improve resiliency of active distribution 

grids. 

HEALTH & CARE. Luc Nicolas has a 25 years + experience in the Healthcare sector, both in 

operational and strategic positions at national, European and international levels. Luc has 

been an active contributor to the planning and development of eHealth official roadmap 

and action plan at country level, covering all key aspects (use cases, governance, 

architecture, incentives, Interoperability, training, monitoring). 
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2.2 Step 2: Ecosystem definition 

This second step is ongoing in the sense that the “Digital Platforms” topics of the Digital Transformation DT 

focus area have not been assigned them all yet. 

According to the work programme, proposals need to address all of the following four activities, namely 

platform building, large-scale piloting, ecosystem building, and standardisation, which broadly correspond to 

WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5 of the OPEN DEI project. 

• In platform building, proposals need to develop next-generation digital platforms, which build on the state-

of-the-art, reuse what is available, and integrate different technologies, such as IoT, AI, robotics, cloud and Big 

Data. 

• In large-scale piloting, pilots are set up that make use of the digital platforms, develop prototype applications 

on top of the platforms, and validate the platforms in both reduced, controlled environments and in real-life 

use cases. 

• In ecosystem building, the take-up of digital platforms is fostered by expanding the ecosystem of players 

involved and through opportunities for entrepreneurs by promoting new market openings allowing also 

smaller and newer players to capture value. 

• In standardisation, contributions should be made to suitable standardisation bodies or pre-normative 

activities, as outlined in the Communication on Priorities of ICT Standardisation for the Digital Single Market. 

The following topics have been called for this focus area: 

DT-ICT-07-2018-2019: Digital Manufacturing Platforms for Connected Smart Factories  

Specific Challenge: Digital manufacturing platforms play an increasing role in dealing with competitive pressures 

and incorporating new technologies, applications and services. Advances are needed in digital manufacturing 

platforms that integrate different technologies, make data from the shop floor and the supply network easily 

accessible, and allow for complementary applications. The challenge is to fully exploit new concepts and 

technologies that allow manufacturing companies (especially mid-caps and SMEs) to fulfil the demands from 

changing supply and value networks.  

Scope: a) Innovation Action - Develop and establish platforms for the connected smart production facilities of the 

future including their supply chains, driven by EU actors and safeguarding European interest in an area of key 

importance for the European economy. Proposals need to address at least two industrial sectors with several 

different use cases, especially in their piloting activities. In accordance with the strategy defined in the multi-annual 

roadmap109 of the FoF cPPP, proposals should target at least one of the following ‘grand challenges’:  

1. Agile Value Networks: lot-size one (2018 call)  

2. E Global-leading smart manufacturing through digital platforms, cross-cutting features and skilled 

workforcexcellence in manufacturing: zero-defect processes and products (2018 call)  

3. The human factor: human competences in synergy with technological progress (2019 call)  

4. Sustainable Value Networks: manufacturing in a circular economy (2019 call)  

 

The 2018 call closed on April 17th 2018 and three Innovation actions have been funded, one for bullet 1. And 

two for bullet 2.  

• eFactory (now EFPF) GA 825075 European Connected Factory Platform for Agile Manufacturing 

• QU4LITY GA 825030 Digital Reality in Zero Defect Manufacturing 

• ZDMP GA 825631 Zero Defect Manufacturing Platform 

 

The 2019 call closed on April 2nd 2019 and three Innovation actions have been funded, one for bullet 3. And 

two for bullet 4.   

• SHOP4CF GA 873087 Smart Human Oriented Platform for Connected Factories 

• DigiPrime GA 873111 Digital Platform for Circular Economy in Cross-sectorial Sustainable 

Value Networks 

• Kyklos4.0 GA 872570 An Advanced Circular and Agile Manufacturing Ecosystem based on rapid 

reconfigurable manufacturing process and individualized consumer preferences 
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Moreover, one CSA ConnectedFactories 2 GA 873086 Global-leading smart manufacturing through 

digital platforms, cross-cutting features and skilled workforce. 

The above six Innovation action and the CSA are now included in the OPEN DEI Manufacturing ecosystem 

(see Chapter 3). 

 

DT-ICT-08-2019: Agricultural digital integration platforms  

Specific Challenge: Agricultural research and innovation supports the sector in coping with a complex mix of 

challenges it is facing, including for example the pressures on natural resources and farm revenues. Knowledge 

creation and accessible information systems and tools to monitor, gather, transform and above all share vital 

information between key stakeholders can help the sector to become more sustainable. 

Scope: Pilots should address all of the below aspects:  

• Building platforms integrating different technologies like Internet of Things (IoT) devices, cloud, photonics, 

networks, geolocalisation (including through Galileo and EGNOS (the European Geostationary Navigation 

Overlay Service)) and robotics combined with applications based on data analytics and knowledge 

management. 

• Sharing data and generating knowledge via capturing and translating more and precise information. High 

precision data capturing and a high degree of data sharing should serve as basis for decision support systems 

delivering tailored advice at farm level, complementing and/or extending advisory services.  

• Developing decision support systems that will include, but are not restricted to, a benchmarking system on 

the productivity and sustainability performance of farms, services, technologies and practices. For this 

purpose data models and semantic standards need to be defined to elicit performance indicators and derive 

decision making, as well as allowing sharing the data from the different farms.  

 

The call closed on November 14th 2018 and two Innovation actions have been funded:  

• ATLAS GA 857125 Agricultural Interoperability and Analysis System 

• DEMETER GA 857202 Building an Interoperable, Data-Driven, Innovative and Sustainable 

European Agri-Food Sector 

The above two projects and other relevant pre-existing Innovation Actions are now included in the OPEN DEI 

Agri-food ecosystem (see Chapter 3) together with the following projects of call 09. 

 

DT-ICT-09-2020: Boost rural economies through cross-sector digital service platforms 

Specific Challenge: Rural areas represent most of Europe's territory (91%) and population (59%). When measuring 

against socio-economic indicators rural areas tend to lag behind urban areas. Lower population and business 

density make it more challenging to develop private businesses and public services in rural areas. 

Scope: Proposals are expected to develop and demonstrate cost-efficient and flexible cross-domain applications 

through large-scale pilots. These should build on an open, API-based, interoperable and federated IoT architecture 

and include a reference implementation supporting flexible integration of heterogeneous services. Pilots should 

bridge the interoperability gap of the smart object platforms and create markets for service - and application 

providers as well as platform operators, supported by a vibrant ecosystem of developers, service providers and user 

communities. 

 

The call closed on June17th 2020 and selected proposal(s) are still in Grant Preparation phase:  

They will be included in the OPEN DEI Agri-food ecosystem (see Chapter 3) together with the above projects 

of call 08. 

 

DT-ICT-10-2018-19: Interoperable and smart homes and grids 

Specific Challenge: When energy production is becoming decentralised and ICT is increasingly present in homes, 

the integration of renewable energy sources (RES) and promotion of energy efficiency should benefit from smarter 

homes, buildings and appliances, as well as (the batteries in) electric vehicles. Smart homes and buildings are one 

crucial element because system integration and optimisation of distributed generation, storage and flexible 

consumption will require interoperable smart technologies installed at building level. 

Scope: The aim of the pilot is to exploit IoT reference architectures models that allow for combining services for 

home or building comfort and energy management, based on platforms that enable the integration of relevant 

digital technologies like IoT, AI, cloud and big data services and where applicable, combined with blockchain 

technologies. Energy services, where appropriate, can be combined with additional non-energy services and foster 

the take-up of smart energy communities (in particular peer-to-peer energy markets). 
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The call closed on November 14th 2018 and one Innovation action has been funded:  

• InterConnect GA 857237 Interoperable Solutions Connecting Smart Homes, Buildings and 

Grids 

The above project and other relevant pre-existing Innovation Actions are now included in the OPEN DEI 

Energy ecosystem (see Chapter 3) together with the following projects of call 11. 

 

DT-ICT-11-2019: Big data solutions for energy  

Specific Challenge: Tomorrow's energy grids consist of heterogeneous interconnected systems, of an increasing 

number of small-scale and of dispersed energy generation and consumption devices, generating huge amounts of 

data. The electricity sector, in particular, needs big data tools and architectures for optimized energy system 

management under these demanding conditions.  

Scope: Innovation Actions targeting large-scale pilot test-beds for big data application in the energy sector. The 

aim is to develop/pilot and deploy a reference architecture for large-scale multi-party data exchange, management 

& governance and real-time processing (including distributed/edge processing) in the energy sector and to translate 

this reference architecture into an open, modular data analytics toolbox for the safe and effective operation of grids 

and provision of innovative energy services. 

The call closed on April 2nd 2019 and three Innovation actions have been funded:  

• BD4OPEM GA 872525 Big Data for OPen innovation Energy Marketplace 

• PLATOON GA 872592 Digital PLAtform and analytic TOOls for eNergy 

• SYNERGY GA 872734 Big Energy Data Value Creation within SYNergetic enERGY-as-a-service 

Applications through trusted multi-party data sharing over an AI big data analytics 

marketplace 

The above three projects and other relevant pre-existing Innovation Actions are now included in the OPEN 

DEI Energy ecosystem (see Chapter 3) together with the above project of call 10. 

 

DT-ICT-12-2020: AI for the smart hospital of the future  

Specific Challenge: European health and care systems face a number of challenges linked to the ageing of 

the population and an increase in the prevalence of chronic conditions. With budget constraints, the health 

and care systems face rising cost pressures for systems and problems of sustainability. There is a consensus 

that health systems need to undergo adaption if they are to adequately respond to future population health 

needs. 

Scope: Devise in-facility pilot demonstrators that deliver innovative AI-based solutions in a health and care 

setting such as a hospital, primary care facility or care home. Pilots should enable or support clinical, 

diagnosis and treatment, etc. carried out with clinical outcomes comparable to human delivered procedures 

and with comparable results. 

The call closed on June17th 2020 and selected proposal(s) are still in Grant Preparation phase:  

They will be included in the OPEN DEI Health & Care ecosystem (see Chapter 3) together with other relevant 

pre-existing Innovation Actions. 

 

DT-ICT-13-2019: Digital Platforms/Pilots Horizontal Activities  

Specific Challenge: Coordination and Support activities are needed to support the operation of the pilot 

projects under the Platforms and Pilots topics in this Focus Area, and to support exploitation of the outcomes 

of these projects. These activities are expected to identify synergies among the pilot projects of the Focus 

Area, to promote cross-fertilisation, and to exchange best-practices and lessons learned. There is a need to 

increase coverage in technological, application, innovation, and geographic terms of these projects, as well 

as improve their engagement with relevant external stakeholders, and their links with regional/national and 

other European initiatives. 

Scope: a) Support pilot activities and knowledge transfer across different sectors: Coordination of the 

selected platform and pilot projects under the topics of this Focus Area, and where applicable with similar 

initiatives in Member States and Associated Countries, and with standardisation initiatives and support in 

ecosystem building to increase the impact of the overall set of projects. 

This is the Topic where OPEN DEI has been funded. 
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2.3 Step 3: Working Groups definition 

See Chapter 4 for further details 

2.4 Step 4: Supporting Tools definition 

Several options were considered to offer effective support to Working Groups for their daily work and 

interaction with OPEN DEI, as well as for the interactions within each Working Group and between different 

Working Groups. The idea was to avoid burdening the group members and the overall structure with 

unnecessary communication channels while, at the same time, to ensure that each Working Group member 

and OPEN DEI Ambassador could communicate and exchange relevant data, information and documents 

safely and swiftly. Each OPEN DEI Ambassador thus created a shared repository and a series of ad-hoc mailing 

lists the each of the relevant Working Group in his or her domain and the Working Group participants.  

To facilitate access to all relevant documents to the participating Working Group’s members, the shared 

repository has been created using available solutions on the market and was initially populated by each 

ambassador and then subsequently used by the Groups themselves. An example of the repositories for the 

Working Groups in the four domains under consideration and a detail for the Healthcare domain are offered 

in the figures below.  

 

 

FIGURE 2 WGS REPOSITORIES 
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Each Working Group has been further assigned with a specific mailing list encompassing all its members. 

OPEN DEI has used available solutions on the market and chosen flexible mailing lists so that they can be 

constantly updated and include the actual members of the several groups. An example of mailing list for the 

Healthcare domain is outlined in the figure below.  

 

FIGURE 3 HEALTHCARE DOMAIN MAILING LIST 

 

2.5 Step 5: Working Groups activities 

See Chapter 4 for further details 

2.6 Step 6: Cross-domain activities 

See Chapter 5 for further details 

2.7 Step 7: Task Forces definition 

See Chapter 5 for further details 

2.8 Step 8: Task Forces implementation 

See Chapter 5 for further details 
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3 THE OPEN DEI ECOSYSTEM 

As indicated above, the OPEN DEI projects’ ecosystem does not only consider DT-ICT-07 ... 12 calls (so called 

Inner Circle), but needed to encompass several other projects, owing to the different calendar of the calls in 

the different domains. The picture below shows that while Manufacturing domain is quite completed with its 

6+1 DT-ICT-07 projects, the Agri-food domain encompasses the two IAs in DT-ICT-08, waiting for the results 

of DT-ICT-09. The Energy domain has already its 1+3 IAs funded under the DT-ICT-10 and DT-ICT-11 calls, 

while the Health & Care domain is waiting for its DT-ICT-12 initiatives. In the Inner Circle we can count at today 

2+4+7 = 13 projects. 

Both DT-ICT-09 and DT-ICT-12 projects will be awarded in these weeks and will start operating at the 

beginning of 2021. 

 

FIGURE 4 OPEN DEI INNER CIRCLE PROJECTS 

In order to have a complete number of projects in all the domains, the appointed Ambassadors had the task 

to engage other representative projects (e.g. LSPs in the Agri-food and Health & Care domains) in order to 

reach a critical mass of experts and contributions for the Working Groups. Additional 3+3+9 = 15 projects 

have been engaged and involved in OPEN DEI activities. 

 

FIGURE 5 THE OPEN DEI ECOSYSTEM 

Agri-food Energy Manufacturing Health & Care
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3.1 The Manufacturing domain (DT-ICT-07) 

3.1.1 Manufacturing domain Inner Circle 
 

Project Name  

Web site 

GA 

Number 

Start End 

Date 

Coordinator 

# Partners 

Budget & 

Open Calls 

OPEN DEI 

Presence 

EFPF 
/www.efpf.org 

825075 1.01.2019 

31.12.2022 

AIDIMME 

30 partners 

€16.245.127  

2 open calls  

In contact via 

the WG, no 

partner in 

common 

QU4LITY 
qu4lity-project.eu 

825030 1.01.2019 

31.03.2022 

ATOS 

47 partners 

€19.672.827  

1.000.000€ for 

2 open calls 

ATOS, ENG, 

FPM and INNO 

are partners of 

Qu4lity 

ZDMP 
www.zdmp.eu 

825631 1.01.2019 

31.12.2022 

UNINNOVA 

32 partners 

€19 482 804  

2 open calls 

In contact via 

the WG, no 

partner in 

common 

SHOP4CF 
www.shop4cf.eu 

873087 1.01.2020 

31.12.2023 

TUM 

19 partners 

16.180.681 € In contact via 

the WG, no 

partner in 

common 

digiPrime 
https://cordis.europa.eu/pro

ject/id/873111 

873111 1.01.2020 

31.12.2023 

POLIMI 

35 partners 

€19.257.130  POLIMI is 

partner of 

DigiPrime 

KYKLOS4.0 
kyklos40project.eu 

872570 1.01.2020 

31.12.2023 

TECNALIA 

30 partners 

€19.227.110  In contact via 

the WG, no 

partner in 

common 

TABLE 1 MANUFACTURING DOMAIN INNER CIRCLE 

 

EPFP: European Connected Factory Platform for Agile Manufacturing (formerly 

eFactory) 

The EPFP project realises a federated smart factory ecosystem by primarily interlinking 4 

smart factory platforms, from the FoF-11-2016 cluster, through an open and interoperable 

Data Spine. The federation of the 4 base platforms is complemented by industrial 

platforms, collaboration tools and smart factory systems, specifically selected to support 

connected factories in lot-size-one manufacturing. The federated eFactory platform delivers enhances value 

and reduces the barrier to innovation by providing seamless access to services and solutions that are 

currently dispersed. In parallel the platform provides the necessary infrastructure, tools and support for 

novel service creation and validations by third parties. Further, by fostering healthy competition in the smart 

factory ecosystem, the eFactory platform will ensure that the needs of the evolving smart manufacturing 

industry are met for the long term. The eFactory federation is offered to the manufacturing and logistic 

companies as an open platform; to utilise the offered functionality, experiment with innovation approaches 

and develop custom solutions based on specific needs. The project demonstrates the power of federation 

through 3 embedded large scale pilots focusing on lot-size-one manufacturing and sustainable value 

networks in diverse sectors, while a cross sectorial circular economy pilot is also incorporated. The results of 

the pilots are openly made available as lessons learned and best practices. The creation of the European 

smart factory ecosystem is supported by offering interested companies technical and financial support. A 

dedicated budget is allocated to offer financial support to companies who are interested in using the eFactory 

platform to enhance their businesses. The project is primarily composed of SMEs who have the agility to 

https://www.efpf.org/
file:///C:/Users/gmicheletti/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/IXOI504J/qu4lity-project.eu
https://www.zdmp.eu/
https://www.shop4cf.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/873111
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/873111
https://kyklos40project.eu/
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quickly react and adopt innovative solutions, while experience and market reach of big players such as Airbus 

and Siemens is also leveraged. 

 

QU4LITY: Digital Reality in Zero Defect Manufacturing 

QU4LITY will demonstrate, in a realistic, measurable, and 

replicable way an open, certifiable and highly standardised, SME-

friendly and transformative shared data-driven ZDM product and service model for Factory 4.0 through 5 

strategic ZDM plug & control lighthouse equipment pilots and 9 production lighthouse facility pilots. QU4LITY 

will also demonstrate how European industry can build unique and highly tailored ZDM strategies and 

competitive advantages (significantly increase operational efficiency, scrap reduction, prescriptive quality 

management, energy efficiency, defect propagation avoidance and improved smart product customer 

experience, and foster new digital business models; e.g. outcome-based and product servitisation) through 

an orchestrated open platforms ecosystem, ZDM atomized components and digital enablers (Industry 4.0 

digital connectivity & edge computing package, plug & control autonomous manufacturing equipment, real-

time data spaces for process monitoring & adaptation, simulation data spaces for digital process twin 

continuity, AI-powered analytic data spaces for cognitive digital control twin composable services, augmented 

worker interventions, European quality data marketplace) across all phases of product and process lifecycle 

(engineering, planning, operation and production) building upon the QU4LITY autonomous quality model to 

meet the Industry 4.0 ZDM challenges (cost and time effective brownfield ZDM deployment, flexible ZDM 

strategy design & adaptation, agile operation of zero defect processes & products, zero break down 

sustainable manufacturing process operation and human centred manufacturing). 

 

ZDMP: Zero Defect Manufacturing Platform 

Smart, SME Friendly, open, Zero-Defect Manufacturing Reference 

Platform, Apps, SDK, and Marketplace for Product and Process 

Quality in any factory for achieving excellence in European and 

Global Manufacturing The ZDMP project combines state of the art 

technological approaches based on commercial grade standard or open-source or previous-project software 

with an innovative integration concept based on proven and integrating technologies. It provides Process and 

Product Quality support on top of a platform layer. These all can utilise ZDMP core services which can also 

be used to build ZD Apps which are placed on the ZD Marketplace. The ultimate aim is to establish a 

sustainable business and technological approach at the end of the project and launch “ZDMP Limited” 

assisted by the possibility of a crowdsourcing approach and ZDMP ambassadors. ZDMPs pan-European 

consortium entails ICT Technology SMEs (ICE, ASC, SOFT), Manufacturing/ZD Technology SMEs (PROF, CET, 

VSYS), Technology Corporates (SAG, Scale Focus), 4 Sector and Cross-Domain Use cases (14 Partners 

SME/Large from Automotive, Machine Tools, Construction, Electronics), Researchers/Associations (IKERLAN, 

ITI, UNINOVA, TUT, and UPV), specialists (DIN – German Standards, Rooter – Regulation, UOS-ITI – Call 

Management). ZDMP also is supported by the Coordinating partners of FOF projects CREMA, vfOS, and 

C2NET. 

 

DIGIPRIME: Circular economy going digital 

Digital technology plays a big role in our transition to a circular 

economy, which aims to make optimum use of resources within 

industries. Investing in innovation is good for the protection of the environment, and it also contributes to 
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Europe’s competitiveness. The EU-funded DigiPrime project will develop the concept of a circular economy 

digital platform in order to create circular business models based on the data-enhanced recovery and reuse 

of functions and materials. Specifically, it will create and operate a federated model of digital platforms for 

cross-sector business in the circular economy. DigiPrime will be validated through several cross-sectoral 

pilots, further detailed in 20 use cases covering different European industrial sectors (automotive, renewable 

energy, electronics, textile, construction), and by additional pilots in new sectors, funded through an open 

call mechanism. 

 

KYKLOS4.0: An Advanced Circular and Agile Manufacturing 

Ecosystem based on rapid reconfigurable manufacturing 

process and individualized consumer preferences 

In circular manufacturing (CM), manufacturers find ways to eliminate waste by reusing and recycling 

materials and goods. The EU-funded KYKLOS 4.0 project aims to show how cyber-physical systems, product 

life-cycle management, life-cycle assessment, augmented reality, and artificial intelligence technologies and 

methods are able to transform CM. It will achieve this through seven large-scale pilot projects that will 

demonstrate improvements in operational efficiency and deliver solutions for resource reuse. It will further 

ensure the scalability of novel CM technologies, engage over 100 European industry actors, transfer know-

how and mobilise additional sector investments. The project's advanced ecosystem can reshape factory 

processes and services so as to benefit manufacturing throughout Europe. 

 

SHOP4CF: Smart Human Oriented Platform for Connected 

Factories 

Europe’s factories are getting smarter, optimising production 

processes and enabling a more sustainable and competitive 

industry. Finding the right balance between cost-effective 

automation and repetitive tasks and involving workers in areas 

such as adaptability, creativity and agility is the ultimate aim. In 

accordance with the highly connected factory model, a lot of data is being generated within the factory – by 

the embedded sensors and connected production equipment. All this information is useful in improving 

processes. The EU-funded SHOP4CF project will develop a platform on an open architecture that can support 

humans in production activities and provide basic implementation as a free, open-source solution. It will rely 

on pilots acting as the testing facilities and seeds for adoption of the platform.  
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3.2 The Agri-food domain (DT-ICT-08 and 09) 

Two main projects related to the Call DT-ICT-08 (ATLAS and DEMETER) are integrated in our ecosystem, 

namely the joint cluster with pre-existing LSP projects (IoF2020 + SmartAgriHubs) and AgROBOfood. 5+ 

projects (Rural 09). 

 
 

3.2.1 Agri-food domain Inner Circle 

Project 

Name  

Web site 

GA 

Number 

Start End 

Date 

Coordinator 

# Partners 

Budget & Open Calls OPEN DEI 

Presence 

ATLAS 
www.atlas-

h2020.eu 

 

857125 1.10.2019 

30.09.2022 

Dr. rer. nat. 

Stefan Rilling, 

Fraunhofer 

Institute for 

Intelligent 

Analysis and 

Information 

Systems IAIS 

+30 other 

partners 

 € 15.605.170 of which EU 

Contribution: € 12.890.976,25 

Allocated 1.5 Mio € for two open 

calls for funding in 2020 and 

2021 small innovative 

companies and farms for the 

development of new services 

and technologies, build-up 

sustainable business relations. 

Expected to fund five to 10 

business entities. A budget of 

EUR 75,000 is foreseen to 

develop a use case for each 

proposal; this budget includes 

an in-kind contribution of at 

least 30% from the applicant. 

In contact via 

the WG 

DEMETER 
https://h202

0-

demeter.eu 

 

857202 1.09.2019 

28.02.2023 

Kevin Doolin, 

Telecommun

ications 

Software & 

Systems 

Group 

(TSSG), 

Waterford 

Institute of 

Technology, 

Ireland  

+60 other 

partners 

€ 17.704.191,25 of which EU 

contribution: € 14.998.282,38 

The DEMETER Open Call #1 – 

DEVELOP aims to attract and 

engage individual startups/ 

SMEs with technology products 

that can be implemented within 

the agro-business sector. 

DEMETER will fund the 

integration and interoperability 

activities of these technology 

solutions. Such solutions will 

enlarge and enrich the pool of 

technology offers/options 

within DEMETER, towards the 

co-creation of particular 

solutions to overcome end-

users’ needs and challenges.  A 

total budget of €300,000 is 

available with 8-12 applications 

expected to be selected.  

 

In contact 

through ATOS 

TABLE 2 AGRI-FOOD DOMAIN INNER CIRCLE 

 

 

 

http://www.atlas-h2020.eu/
http://www.atlas-h2020.eu/
https://h2020-demeter.eu/
https://h2020-demeter.eu/
https://h2020-demeter.eu/
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ATLAS: Agricultural Interoperability and Analysis System 

 

Obj: Growing a new digital era in agriculture 

The overall objective of EU-funded ATLAS project is the development of an 

open digital service platform for agricultural applications and to build up a 

sustainable ecosystem for innovative data-driven agriculture using the platform. The platform will allow the 

flexible combination of agricultural machinery, sensor systems and data analysis tools to overcome the 

problem of lacking interoperability and to enable farmers to increase their productivity in a sustainable way 

by making use of the most advanced digital technology and data. The platform will define a service 

architecture providing hardware- and software-interoperability layers which enable the acquisition and 

sharing of data from a multitude of sensors and the analysis of this data using a multitude of dedicated 

analysis approaches. Evaluation of the implemented technology within several agricultural use cases through 

13 field studies conducted in real agricultural environments. It is foreseen the establishment of 4 Innovation 

Hubs along the use-cases to extend the user base of the ATLAS platform during the project.  

 

 

DEMETER: Building an Interoperable, Data-Driven, Innovative and 

Sustainable European Agri-Food Sector 

 

Obj.: IoT-based data analysis to improve farming 

The DEMETER Project is a large-scale deployment of farmer centric interoperable smart farming-IoT based 

platforms delivered through a series of 20 pilots (conducted on two rounds and based on the gradual releases 

of DEMETER Enablers, Hub, Spaces and Applications) across 18 countries (15 States in the EU). Involving 60 

partners, DEMETER adopts a multi-actor approach across the value chain (demand and supply), with 25 

deployment sites, 6,000 farmers and over 38,000 devices and sensors being deployed and participants 

involved come from different production sectors (dairy, meat, vegetables, fruit and arable crops), production 

systems (conventional and organic) and different farm sizes and types, optimising the data analysis obtained 

across multiple farms. DEMETER will demonstrate the real-life potential of advanced standards-based 

interoperability between IoT technologies by adapting and extending existing standards into an over-arching 

Agricultural Information Model, concurrently ensuring security, privacy and business confidentiality across 

the full value chain in multiple agri-food operational environments.  

 

______________________ 

NOTE: With reference to DT-ICT-09-2020 Call, the Commission recently informed the applicants about the 

evaluation results for their proposals. It is expected that the first grant agreements will be signed by mid-

December 2020. Information on the selected projects will be published on CORDIS after that date. 

 

 

3.2.2 Agri-food domain Extended Circle 

Project Name  

Web site 

GA Number Start End 

Date 

Coordinator 

# Partners 

Budget & Open 

Calls 

OPEN DEI 

Presence 

IoF2020 

www.iof2020.eu 

 

 

731884 1.01.2017 

31.03.2021 

George Beers, 

STICHTING 

WAGENINGEN 

RESEARCH 

(NL) 

+ other 78 

Partners 

 

€ 34.277.154,11 of 

which EU 

contribution: € 

29.999.528,02 

Open Calls: 

Foreseen a 6 M€ 

mid-term open call 

allow for testing 

intermediate 

results and 

extending the 

project with 

In contact 

through the 

WGs 

http://www.iof2020.eu/
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technical solutions 

and test sites. 

SmartAgriHubs 

www.smartagrihub

s.eu 

 

 

818182 01.11. 

2018 

31.10. 

2022 

 

George Beers, 

STICHTING 

WAGENINGEN 

RESEARCH 

(NL) 

+ other 103 

Partners  

 

22.423.146 of which 

EU contribution: € 

19.999.458,62 

Open Calls with a 

total budget of ±6 

M€ will expand the 

network and 

ensure that 

technological 

developments and 

emerging 

challenges of the 

agri-food sector are 

incorporated in the 

DIH service 

portfolio. 

In contact via 

the WGs 

agROBOfood 

agrobofood.eu 

 

825395 01.06.2019 

31.05.2023 

 

Kees 

Lokhorst, 

STICHTING 

WAGENINGEN 

RESEARCH 

(NL) 

+ other 39 

Partners 

 

€ 16 658 044,75 of 

which EU 

contribution: € 

15.999.768 

Open Calls of 

8MEUR will attract 

additional 

Innovation 

Experiments (12) 

and Industrial 

Challenges (8). 

These will expand 

the network and 

ensure that vast 

technological 

developments and 

emerging 

challenges of the 

agri-food sector are 

incorporated in the 

service portfolio of 

DIHs. 

 

In contact via 

the WGs 

Table 3 Agri-food Domain Extended Circle 

 

IoF2020: Internet of Food and Farm 2020 

 

Obj.: The IoF2020 project is dedicated to accelerating adoption of IoT for securing 

sufficient, safe and healthy food and to strengthen competitiveness of farming 

and food chains in Europe.  

It will consolidate Europe’s leading position in the global IoT industry by fostering a symbiotic ecosystem of 

farmers, food industry, technology providers and research institutes. The heart of the project is formed by 

19 use cases grouped in 5 trials with end users from the Arable, Dairy, Fruits, Vegetables and Meat verticals 

and IoT integrators that will demonstrate the business case of innovative IoT solutions for a large number of 

application areas. 

A lean multi-actor approach focusing on user acceptability, stakeholder engagement and sustainable 

business models will boost technology and market readiness levels and bring end user adoption to the next 

http://www.smartagrihubs.eu/
http://www.smartagrihubs.eu/
https://agrobofood.eu/
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stage. This development will be enhanced by an open IoT architecture and infrastructure of reusable 

components based on existing standards and a security and privacy framework. 

 

 

SmartAgriHubs: Connecting the dots to unleash the innovation potential 

for digital transformation of the European agri-food sector 

 

Obj.: SmartAgriHubs is dedicated to accelerating the digital transformation of the 

European agri-food sector. 

It will consolidate, activate and extend the current ecosystem by building a 

network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) that will boost the uptake of digital solutions by the farming sector. 

This will be achieved by integrating technology and business support in a local one-stop-shop approach 

involving all regions and all relevant players in Europe. The heart of the project is formed by 28 flagship 

innovation experiments demonstrating digital innovations in agriculture, facilitated by DIHs from 9 Regional 

Clusters including all European member states. Concurrently, SmartAgriHubs will improve the maturity of 

innovation services of DIHs so that digital innovations will be replicated across Europe and widely adopted 

by European farmers. A lean multi-actor approach focusing on user acceptability, stakeholder engagement 

and sustainable business models will boost technology and market readiness levels and bring user adoption 

to the next level.  

 

 

 

agROBOfood: Business-Oriented Support to the European Robotics and 

Agri-food Sector, towards a network of Digital Innovation Hubs in 

Robotics 

 

Obj.: agROBOfood is dedicated to accelerating the digital transformation of the European agri-food sector 

through the adoption of robotic technologies. 

To boost the uptake of robotic solutions, the agROBOfood project will establish a sustainable network of 

digital innovation hubs (DIHs). At the heart of the project are innovation experiments (IEs) that will be 

organised and monitored by the DIHs. In each of the 7 Regional Clusters, an initial IE will demonstrate the 

robotics innovations in agri-food in a manner that ensures replicability across Europe, wide adoption and 

sustainability of the DIHs network. agROBOfood will work in lockstep with the European robotics community, 

ensuring synergetic effects with initiatives such as EU-Robotics. This will maximize the return of European, 

including private capital, investments in the digital transformation of agri-food.  
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3.3 The Energy domain (DT-ICT-10 and 11) 

3.3.1 Energy domain Inner Circle 

TABLE 4 ENERGY DOMAIN INNER CIRCLE 

 

InterConnect: Interoperable Solutions Connecting Smart Homes, 

Buildings and Grids 

The EU energy market is conditioned by digitalisation. New rules and technological developments allow the 

proliferation of energy service providers in the EU member states with users having full knowledge and 

control over their appliances. However, interoperability represents a serious problem as a change of provider 

could mean the replacement of installations. The EU-funded InterConnect project proposes effective energy 

management using a resilient and practical ecosystem that is user-centric and market-driven. The project 

involves a range of specialised stakeholders, including advanced technology actors, manufacturers, providers 

and energy users. Via seven pilots, they will showcase an effective digital market for ensuring energy-

efficiency at reduced costs that is beneficial to end-users. 

 

PLATOON: Digital PLAtform and analytic TOOls for eNergy 

PLATOON will deploy distributed/edge processing and data analytics 

technologies for optimized real-time energy system management in a simple way for the energy domain 

expert. The data governance among the different stakeholders for multi-party data exchange, coordination 

and cooperation in the energy value chain will be guaranteed through IDS based connectors. The project will 

develop and use the PLATOON reference architecture, COSMAG-compliant, for building and deploying 

scalable and replicable energy management solutions that contribute to increased renewable energy 

consumption, smart grids management, increased energy efficiency and optimised energy asset 

management. 

 

 

BD4OPEM: Big Data for OPen innovation Energy Marketplace 

Energy power systems face big challenges to cope with grid integration 

demands of an ever-increasing number of distributed generation and 

consumption devices in an interconnected world. Nowadays, old 

Project Name Web site GA 

Number 

Start End 

Date 

Coordinator 

# Partners 

Budget 

& Open 

Calls 

OPEN DEI 

Presence 

InterConnect 

https://interconnectproject.eu/  

857237 01.10.2019 

30.09.2023 

INESC TEC 

51 partners 

€ 35M 

OCs in 

2021 

WG1 (Leader) 

– WG2 – WG3 

PLATOON 

https://platoon-project.eu/  

872592 01.01.2020 

31.12.2022 

ENGIE 

20 partners 

€ 11,5M 

OCs Jan 

2021 

WG2 – WG3 

(Leader) 

BD4OPEM 

https://bd4opem.eu/  

872525 01.01.2020 

30.06.2023 

Univ. Polit. 

Catalunya 

12 partners 

€ 9.8M WG1 – WG2 – 

WG3 

SYNERGY 

https://www.synergyh2020.eu/  

872734 01.01.2020 

30.06.2023 

ETRA 

24 partners 

€ 12.7M Energy KOM 

(06.04.2020) 

https://interconnectproject.eu/
https://platoon-project.eu/
https://bd4opem.eu/
https://www.synergyh2020.eu/
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metering, operation and control devices are combined with smart systems with a huge amount of data being 

available yet unused or underused. This data offers a wide range of possibilities to improve existing energy 

services and creating new ones, all available in an Open Innovation Marketplace, and processed through an 

Analytic Toolbox. BD4OPEM will develop this Analytic Toolbox, based on Big data techniques, providing tools 

for enabling efficient business processes in the energy sector. By extracting more value from available data, 

a range of innovative services will be created in the fields of grid monitoring, operation and maintenance, 

network planning, fraud detection, smart houses/buildings/industries energy management, blockchain 

transactions and flexibility aggregation for demand-response. The project will demonstrate the above 

features in four large scale pilots with diverse distributed energy sources (e.g. PV, wind, hydro, EV, storage…), 

while promoting the competitiveness and synergies of Sustainable innovations and IT Ecosystems in Europe. 

 

SYNERGY: Big Energy Data Value Creation within SYNergetic 

enERGY-as-a-service Applications through trusted multi-party 

data sharing over an AI big data analytics marketplace 

SYNERGY introduces a novel reference big data architecture and platform that leverages data, primary or 

secondarily related to the electricity domain, coming from diverse sources (APIs, historical data, statistics, 

sensors/ IoT, weather, energy markets and various other open data sources) to help electricity stakeholders 

to simultaneously enhance their data reach, improve their internal intelligence on electricity-related 

optimization functions, while getting involved in novel data (intelligence) sharing/trading models, in order to 

shift individual decision-making at a collective intelligence level. 

3.3.2 Energy domain Extended Circle  

TABLE 5 ENERGY DOMAIN EXTENDED CIRCLE 

 

INTERRFACE: TSO-DSO-Consumer INTERFACE aRchitecture to provide 

innovative grid services for an efficient power system 

Digitalisation is a key driver for coordination and active system management in the 

electricity grid. To support the digital transformation, the INTERRFACE project will 

design, develop and exploit an Interoperable pan-European Grid Services Architecture to act as the interface 

between the power system (TSO and DSO) and the customers and allow the seamless and coordinated 

operation of all stakeholders to use and procure common services. State-of-the-art digital tools based on 

blockchains and big data management will provide new opportunities for electricity market participation and 

Project Name Web site GA 

Number 

Start End 

Date 

Coordinator # 

Partners 

Budget 

& Open 

Calls 

OPEN DEI 

Presence 

INTERRFACE 

http://www.interrface.eu/  

824330 01.01.2019 

31.12.2022 

EURODYN 42 

partners 

€ 21 M WG1 – WG2 – 

WG3 

Platone 

https://www.platone-

h2020.eu/  

864300 01.09.2019 

31.08.2023 

RWTH Aachen 

12 partners 

€ 9.6M WG1 + WG2 

(Leader) + 

WG3 

Coordinet 

https://coordinet-project.eu/  

824414 01.01.2019 

30.06.2022 

ENDESA 

23 partners 

€ 19M 

2 OCs in 

2020 

Energy 

domain KOM 

(06.04.2020) 

OneNet 

(https://onenet-project.eu/ 

website not available yet) 

957739 01.10.2020 

30.09.2023 

Fraunhofer FIT 

70 partners 

€ 27.9 M TO BE 

INCLUDED 

http://www.interrface.eu/
https://www.platone-h2020.eu/
https://www.platone-h2020.eu/
https://coordinet-project.eu/
https://onenet-project.eu/
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thus engage consumers into the INTERRFACE proposed market structures that will be designed to exploit 

Distributed Energy Resources. 

 

PLATONE: PLATform for Operation of distribution Networks 

Modern power grids are moving away from centralised, infrastructure-

heavy transmission system operators (TSOs) towards distribution system 

operators (DSOs) that are flexible and more capable of managing diverse 

renewable energy sources. DSOs require new ways of managing the increased number of producers, end 

users and more volatile power distribution systems of the future. PlatOne project is using blockchain 

technology to build a platform to meet the needs of modern DSO power systems, including data 

management. The platform is built with existing regulations in mind, and will allow small power producers to 

be easily certified so that they can sell excess energy back to the grid. 

 

CoordiNet: Large scale campaigns to demonstrate how TSO-DSO shall act 

in a coordinated manner to procure grid services in the most reliable and 

efficient way 

CoordiNet aims to demonstrate how DSOs and TSOs by acting in a 

coordinated manner can provide favourable cooperation conditions to all actors while removing barriers to 

participation for customers and small market players connected to distribution networks. CoordiNet will also 

develop new mechanisms, which are more suitable for real time operations, in order to define requirements 

for the development of standard European platforms. The results will help to design scalable tools and 

methodologies for grid operators and third parties to safely connect, manage and coordinate flexibility 

providers. 

 

OneNet: One Network for Europe 

While the electrical grid is moving from being a fully centralized to a 

highly decentralized system, grid operators have to change their 

operative business to accommodate for faster reactions and adaptive exploitation of flexibility. OneNet aims 

at performing this critical step creating the conditions for a new generation of grid services able to fully exploit 

demand response, storage and distributed generation while creating fair, transparent and open conditions 

for the consumer. As result, while creating one network of Europe, the project aims to build a customer 

centric approach to grid operation. This ambitious view is achieved by proposing new markets, products and 

services and by creating a unique IT architecture. While a single platform for Europe is not thinkable, OneNet 

proposes innovative mechanisms of platform federation which are the key technical enablers for the 

proposed vision. The complete concept is also proven in 4 cluster demos creating an involvement of an 

unprecedented number of countries and their grid operators in a single project. 
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3.4 The Health & Care domain (DT-ICT-12) 

3.4.1 Health & Care domain Extended Circle 

TABLE 6 HEALTH & CARE DOMAIN EXTENDED CIRCLE 

 

ACTIVAGE: ACTivating InnoVative IoT smart living environments for 

AGEing well 

ACTIVAGE is a European Multi Centric Large Scale Pilot on Smart Living 

Environments. The main objective is to build the first European IoT 

ecosystem across 9 Deployment Sites (DS) in seven European countries, reusing and scaling up underlying 

open and proprietary IoT platforms, technologies and standards, and integrating new interfaces needed to 

provide interoperability across these heterogeneous platforms, that will enable the deployment and 

Project Name  

Web site 

GA 

Number 

Start End 

Date 

Coordinator 

# Partners 

Budget 

& Open 

Calls 

OPEN DEI 

Presence 

Smart4Health 

www.smart4health.eu 

826117 01.01.2019 

28.02.2023 

UNINOVA (PT) 

19 

€ 21.7M ALL WGS 

Leader of 

WG2 (Use 

cases)  

SHAPES  

shapes2020.eu 

857159 01.11.2019 

31.10.2023 

MAYNOOTH 

U. (IRE) 

35 

€ 20.9M ALL WGs 

Leader of 

WG1 

(Disseminatio

n) 

InteropEHRate 

www.interopehrate.eu 

826106 01.01.2019 

30.06.2022 

ENGINEERING 

(IT) 

16 

€ 7.1M ALL WGs 

PHArA-ON 

www.pharaon.eu 

857188 01.12.2019 

30.11.2023 

SS S ANNA 

(IT) 

41 

€ 21.3M ALL WGs 

Leader of 

WG4 

(architecture) 

Gatekeeper 

www.gatekeeper-project.eu 

857223 01.10.2019 

31.03.2022 

MEDTRONIC 

(SP) 

41 

€ 22.5M ALL WGs 

Leader of 

WG3 (KPIs) 

ACTIVAGE 

www.activageproject.eu 

732679 01.01.2017 

30.09.2020 

MEDTRONIC 

(SP) 

49 

€ 25.2M All WGs 

Smart Bear 

www.smart-bear.eu 

857172 01.11.2019 

31.08.2023 

CNR ICAR (IT) 

26 

€ 22.3M ALL WGs 

Leader of 

WG5 (GDPR 

legal) 

ADLIFE 

adlifeproject.com 

875209 01.01.2020 

31:12:2023 

KRONIKGUNE 

(SP) 

11 

€ 7.4M ALL WGs 

FAITH 

www.h2020-faith.eu 

875358 01.01.2020 

31.12.2022 

WATERFORD 

(IRE) 

9 

€ 4.8M ALL WGs 

https://www.smart4health.eu/
https://shapes2020.eu/
https://www.interopehrate.eu/
http://www.pharaon.eu/
https://www.gatekeeper-project.eu/
https://www.activageproject.eu/
https://www.smart-bear.eu/
https://adlifeproject.com/
https://www.h2020-faith.eu/
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operation at large scale of Active & Healthy Ageing IoT based solutions and services, supporting and 

extending the independent living of older adults in their living environments, and responding to real needs 

of caregivers, service providers and public authorities.  

  
PHArA-ON: Pilots for Healthy and Active Ageing 

PHArA-ON overall objective is to make a reality smart and active living for 

Europe’s ageing population by creating a set of integrated and highly 

customizable interoperable open platforms with advanced services, devices, and tools including IoT, artificial 

intelligence, robotics, cloud computing, smart wearables, big data, and intelligent analytics. Platform 

interoperability will be implemented within PHArA-ON  ecosystems and platforms, as well as other 

standardised platforms within health and other domains (energy, transport and smart cities). PHArA-ON will 

be built upon mature existing state-of-the-art open platforms and technologies/tools provided by the 

partners, which will be customised and will implement cloud technologies, AI techniques and traditional 

algorithms for big data intelligent analytics. A user-centric approach will be followed.  

   
  

SMART BEAR:  Smart Big Data Platform to Offer Evidence-based 

Personalised Support for Healthy and Independent Living at Home 

The aim of the SMART BEAR platform is to integrate heterogeneous 

sensors, assistive medical and mobile devices to enable the continuous 

data collection from the everyday life of the elderly, which will be analysed 

to obtain the evidence needed in order to offer personalised interventions promoting their healthy and 

independent living. The platform will also be connected to hospital and other health care service systems to 

obtain data of the end users (e.g., medical history) that will need to be considered in making decisions for 

interventions.   

SMART BEAR will leverage big data analytics and learning capabilities, allowing for large scale analysis of the 

above mentioned collected data, to generate the evidence required for making decisions about personalised 

interventions.  

      
GATEKEEPER:  Smart Living Homes - Whole Interventions 

Demonstrator For People At Health And Social Risks 

GATEKEEPER will connect healthcare providers, businesses, 

entrepreneurs, elderly citizens and the communities they live in, in 

order to originate an open, trust-based arena for matching ideas, 

technologies, user needs and processes, aimed at ensuring healthier independent lives for the ageing 

populations. 

By 2022, GATEKEEPER will be embodied in an open source, European, standard-based, interoperable and 

secure framework available to all developers, for creating combined digital solutions for personalised early 

detection and interventions that (i) harness the next generation of healthcare and wellness innovations; (ii) 

cover the whole care continuum for elderly citizens, including primary, secondary and tertiary prevention, 

chronic diseases and co-morbidities; (iii) straightforwardly fit “by design” with European regulations, on data 

protection, consumer protection and patient protection (iv) are subjected to trustable certification processes; 

(iv) support value generation through the deployment of advanced business models based on the VBHC 

paradigm.  
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SHAPES: Smart & Healthy Ageing through People Engaging in Supportive 

Systems 

SHAPES aims to create the first European open Ecosystem enabling the large-

scale deployment of a broad range of digital solutions for supporting and 

extending healthy and independent living for older individuals who are facing 

permanently or temporarily reduced functionality and capabilities. SHAPES 

builds an interoperable Platform integrating smart digital solutions to collect and analyse older individuals’ 

health, environmental and lifestyle information, identify their needs and provide personalised solutions that 

uphold the individuals’ data protection and trust. Standardisation, interoperability and scalability of SHAPES 

Platform sustain increased efficiency gains in health and care delivery across Europe, bringing improved 

quality of life to older individuals, their families, caregivers and care service providers. SHAPES Large-scale 

Piloting campaign engages +2k older individuals in 15 pilot sites in 10 EU Member States, including 6 EIP on 

AHA Reference Sites, and involves hundreds of key stakeholders to bring forth solutions to improve the 

health, wellbeing, independence and autonomy of older individuals, while enhancing the long-term 

sustainability of health care systems. 

 

 

InteropEHRate: EHR in people’s hand across Europe 

InteropEHRate goal is to complement and integrate the current 

interoperability infrastructures with new technologies for health data 

exchange centred on the person, based on a bottom-up approach 

that does not require the coordination by a superior authority and that leaves more control of health data to 

the people” The project enables patients to be in full control of the usage and the routes of their health data. 

The central instrument, being laid in “patients’ hands” is the Smart EHR (S-EHR), leveraging a set of new 

protocols for secure and cross border exchange of health data. A S-EHR may securely store the health history 

of a person on his/her mobile device. At choice of the person, it may be complemented by the usage of the 

S-EHR Cloud service, for preserving the personal health data on a cloud repository managed directly by the 

citizen. The S-EHR is able to communicate with applications of health care operators and researchers of 

different countries via highly secure channels of two kinds: local (based on a Device to Device protocol that 

does not use the Internet), remote (using Internet based protocols). 

 
 

Smart4Health: Citizen-centred EU-EHR exchange for personalized 

health 

Smart4Health will develop, test and validate a platform prototype for 

the Smart4Health citizen-centred health record with integrated abilities for aggregation of data, for sharing 

and for data provision/donorship to the scientific community. High prevalence health issues are addressed 

with high relevance and societal and economic implications. Full range of citizens are concerned at different 

age and across society, MS and languages. The Citizen Use Cases comprise hospital and care, at work and at 

the workplace, travelling and in daily life. The stages of diagnostics, treatment, prevention, occupational 

health and practical involvement of the workforce are addressed. All use cases are performed using the 

4HealthPlatform (4HP) and services. 

 

 
 ADLIFE: Large Scale pilots of personalised & outcome based integrated 

care  

ADLIFE aims to provide a solution for the integration of therapies and 

approaches targeting early detection and assessment of deterioration, 

advanced and well-coordinated care planning and integrated supportive care. ADLIFE will deploy developed 
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and validated personalised digital solutions for integrated supportive care based on H2020 projects C3-Cloud 

and power2DM tested in two health systems. The project will prove that intelligent, collaborative digital 

solutions can enable care teams, patients and care givers to improve or better maintain health in patients 

with advance chronic disease. 

  
  

FAITH: a Federated Artificial Intelligence solution 

for moniToring mental Health status after cancer treatment  

FAITH is an EU-funded research project that aims to provide an Artificial 

Intelligence application that remotely identifies and analyses depression markers, using Federated Learning, 

to predict negative trends in people that have undergone cancer treatment. This concept will present 

healthcare providers with advanced warnings to allow timely intervention and allow cancer patients to be 

more aware of their mental health and thus improve on their quality of life. 

FAITH is a 3-year project which started in January 2020, funded from the H2020 call H2020-SC1-DTH-

2019 (Big data and Artificial Intelligence for monitoring health status and quality of life after the cancer 

treatment). 

  
AI for the Smart Hospital of the Future  

ID: DT-ICT-12-2020, ONGOING (Grant Preparation)   
 

https://ec.europa.eu/[...]/topic-details/dt-ict-12-2020 

Devise in-facility pilot demonstrators that deliver innovative AI-based solutions in a health and care setting 

such as a hospital, primary care facility or care home. Pilots should enable or support clinical, diagnosis and 

treatment, etc. carried out with clinical outcomes comparable to human delivered procedures and with 

comparable results. Proposals may address any aspect of health facility operations across their range of 

functions, such as diagnostics, treatments, logistical aspects, etc. Proposals must indicate how their proposed 

solution will perform when measured against particular health and care metrics suitable for the aspect of 

operations chosen. Proposal should be developed with health and care facility partners and consider wider 

dimensions such as how they will work within the broader aspects of impact on resources, staff training and 

alignment with existing practice. The deployed solutions should build AI-based systems that combine digital 

and physical services that support individualised and integrated care solutions in care facilities, such as 

hospitals, clinics, primary care centres, rehabilitation centres, care homes, etc.  

  

https://ec.europa.eu/%5b...%5d/topic-details/dt-ict-12-2020
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4 DOMAIN SPECIFIC WORKING GROUPS 

4.1 Working Groups in Manufacturing  

The Working Group in Manufacturing domain is composed by projects financed under the call “H2020-DT-

ICT-07-2018- 2019 - Digital Manufacturing Platforms for Connected Smart Factories”, more specifically it is 

formed by projects of DMP Cluster. This cluster is made up of six Innovation Action projects and a CSA: EFPF, 

KYKLOS 4.0, DigiPrime, SHOP4CF, ZDMP, QU4LITY and Connected Factories. The first meeting took place 

during the World Manufacturing Forum celebration on September 25th, 

2019 and a second meeting of the cluster was organised by CF2 and 

OPEN DEI on March 12nd, 2020. 

The main goal of the DPM Cluster is to define a common strategy for 

cooperating to increase dissemination and outreach of the projects 

results. OPEN DEI will give visibility to the results obtained in H2020-DT-

ICT-07-2018-2019 call, and will be able to identify and highlight common 

points between the Manufacturing sector and other OPEN DEI domains 

(Energy, Healthcare and Agri-food). Moreover, OPEN DEI will facilitate 

knowledge transfer through different domains and promote 

collaborative trans domains activities. 

To reach this goal several Working Groups have been established by QU4LITY, ZDMP and EFPF (e-Factory)  

projects, funded in the call H2020-DT-2018-1 and later extended to SHOP4CF, digiPrime and KYKLOS4, funded 

in the call H2020-DT-2019-1. Working Groups will exploit synergies between technology-based platform and 

pilot activities and manufacturing platform and piloting projects of the focus area related to issues such as 

architecture, interoperability and standards approaches. For Manufacturing domain 5 Working Groups have 

been defined (at the beginning there were 8 Working Groups) on DMP Cluster meeting on September 29th, 

2020. In the following sections you will find more information about these WG and the involved people, in 

bold the coordinator of the WG. 

4.1.1 Manufacturing WG01: Standardisation 

Standardisation eFactory ZDMP Qu4lity Kyklos 4.0 digiPRIME SHOP4CF 

Contact Person Martin 

Lorenz 

(Austrian 

Standard) 

Christian 

Grunewa

ld (DIN) 

Olga Meyer 

(Fraunhofer 

IPA) 

Kjell 

Bengtsson 

(Jotne) 

John Soldatos 

(INTRASOFT) 

Jose Saenz 

(Fraunhofer IFF) 

TABLE 7 MANUFACTURING WG01: STANDARDISATION 

The standardisation Working Group aims to achieve a unified standardisation path, a joint structure including 

common standardisation areas and contribute to the EFFRA Innovation Portal. Six actions have been 

established to be carried out by the Working Group to achieve the expected results. 

 

 
FIGURE 6 ISO/IEC SMART MANUFACTURING STANDARDS MAPS 
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▪ Action 1: External Workshop -Boosting Innovation through standards. 
• Main responsible: Christian Grunewald 

• Status: Finalized through the workshop “Boosting Innovation through standards -Your gateway 

to the market” performed on 13rd November 2019, Brussels, Belgium. 

 

▪ Action 2: Identify common standards that will be used by the projects 

• Main responsible: Olga Meyer 

• Status: Relative information on standards form the DMP cluster projects has been collected (first 

round QU4LITY & ZDMP) and merged together. General Draft version is expected in January 

2021.  

 

▪ Action 3: To identify the gaps in the used standards 

• Main responsible: Martin Lorenz 

• Status: The activity will start soon with the goal to identify the gaps regarding standardisation 

activities. This task will collect recommendations on general focus objectives of the projects.  

 

▪ Action 4: Join CWA proposals 

• Main responsible: Christian Grunewald 

• Status: This activity was substituted with activity regarding the joint CWA proposals. CWAs Status 

is set to “in active preparation”.  

 

▪ Action 5: CF2 Webinar on Standardization 
• Main responsible: Olga Meyer, Chris Decubber and Kjell Bengtsson  

• Status: On going through the ConnectedFactories - DMP Plenary Cluster Web Meetings  

performed on 2nd and 3rd December 2020. 

 

▪ Action 6: Joint activity with WG Dissemination-Papers 
• Main responsible: TBD  

• Status: Tracking activity regarding the recent dissemination activities and required contribution 

of standardisation results. Pending, under discussion. 

 

4.1.2 Manufacturing WG02: Dissemination 

TABLE 8 MANUFACTURING WG02: DISSEMINATION 

The dissemination Working Group aims to exchange information with other EU projects, joint appearances 

at events and fairs, coordination of the activities regarding any new information material to be developed, 

establishment of KPIs to measure dissemination activities and perform calls to coordinate activities. The final 

goal of the Working Group is to harmonise dissemination activities, attract users, promote the 

transmission of project information, exchange of experience on different dissemination activities and 

dissemination of project open calls.  

Currently some dissemination tasks have been carried out such as joint participation in the standardisation 

conference that took place in Brussels on November 13rd 2019 , the creation of a joint poster and information 

material with QU4LITY, EFPF and ZDMP projects and the participation on DMP cluster calls. Finally, it is 

important to remark that COVID-19 has impacted this Working Group in a significant way, but work is being 

done to continue with dissemination activities, for instance the participation of the dissemination Working 

Group in the next Trade Fair "Hannover Messe" from April 12nd to 16th, 2021 is planned. 

Dissemination EFPF ZDMP Qu4lity Kyklos 4.0 digiPRIME SHOP4CF 

Contact Person Ingo Martens 

(Hanse-Aerospace) 

Oscar 

Salgado 

(IKER) 

Silvia de la 

Maza 

(Innovalia) 

Christos 

Koidis (EfB) 

Marcello 

Colledani 

(POLIMI) 

Emily 

Carroll 

(ISDI) 
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FIGURE 7 JOINT BOOTH AT THE STANDARDISATION CONFERENCE 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 8 JOINT POSTER FOR THE THREE PROJECTS 

 

4.1.3  Manufacturing WG03: Scientific and Socio Economic Impact 

TABLE 9 MANUFACTURING WG03: SCIENTIFIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT 

The Scientific and Socio-Economic Impact Working Group aims to: 

▪ Establish joint research challenges through unified publications teams around topics and 

defined journals (scientific impact) 

▪ Establish a connection with specific projects to facilitate the adoption of our project results 

(societal impact) 

▪ Establishment of the basis for projects to benefit from collaborations, that is, to be able to 

effectively exploit results that they cannot achieve on their own (economic impact) 

The specific activities to be carried out by this Working Group are still being defined and will be reported later. 

 

 

 

 

Joint Research 

Activities 

EFPF ZDMP Qu4lity Kyklos 4.0 digiPRIME SHOP4CF 

Contact Person Usman 

Wajid (ICE) 

Joao 

Sarraipa 

(ZDMP) 

Sergio 

Gusmeroli 

(QU4LITY) 

Jason 

Mansell 

(TECN) 

Luis 

Usatorre 

(TECNALIA) 

Sladjana 

Martens 

(TUM) 
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4.1.4 Manufacturing WG04: Experimentation 
 

TABLE 10 MANUFACTURING WG04: EXPERIMENTATION 

The experimentation Working Group aims to: 

▪ Create a Collaboration and Support channel among the participants of the Cluster 

 

• Status: Currently there is an adequate exchange of information between the DMP Cluster projects, 

as well as close collaboration between the teams that organise the Open Call in ZDMP and EFPF. 

In addition, the Open Call 1 of QU4LITY is closed and the winners will be announced shortly, the 

team that organised the open call is preparing a report on the lessons learned. 

 

▪  Promotion of the actual experiments  

 

• Status: In order to avoid the competition between the different projects of the cluster, a plan has 

been defined to give support from a project to another, and some of the dissemination tasks will 

be deployed in common. 

 

▪  Collaboration with the new projects of the DMP Cluster 

 

• Sharing information about pilot coordination and open call process. New projects are regularly 

involved in the DMP meetings and initiatives. 

 

The scope of experimentation Working Groups is to map uses cases and analyse several aspects (such 

as their coverage of the pathways, gap with the market) in order to scan the common aspects that can be 

extracted and share with others the lessons learned. Finally, within the WG will be analysed if the 

replication of the use cases is possible in other OPEN DEI domains. 

4.1.5 Manufacturing WG05: Platforms and Architecture 

TABLE 11 MANUFACTURING WG05: PLATFORMS AND ARCHITECTURE 

 

The Working Group establishes a common understanding of platform development methodologies and 

reference architectures used in different ongoing projects. The Working Group is aware of the existence of 

the different platforms used by DMP Cluster, for this reason a questionnaire has been passed to the projects 

in order to give visibility to interoperability aspects in different platforms. 

Experimentation EFPF ZDMP Qu4lity Kyklos 4.0 digiPRIME SHOP4CF 

Contact Person Alexandros 

Nizamis  

(EFPF) 

Nic Fair 

(UoS) 

Carmen 

Polcaro 

(Innovalia) 

Samuel 

Almeida 

(F6S) 

Nicoletta 

Picone 

(COBAT) 

Sladjana 

Martens 

(TUM) 

Standardisation EFPF ZDMP Qu4lity Kyklos 4.0 digiPRIME SHOP4CF 

Contact Person Usman 

Wajid 

(Informatio

n catalyst) 

João 

Sarraipa 

(UNINOVA) 

Angelo 

Marguglio 

(ENG) 

Jason 

Mansell 

(Tecnalia) 

Marcello 

Colledani 

(POLIMI) 

Meri 

Maghlakelid

ze (TUM) 
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FIGURE 9 QUESTIONNAIRE 

Using the information collected from the questionnaire (some of them are already available) the projects will 

be mapped through the EFFRA Innovation portal at three different levels of interoperability; Platform level, 

application level and Integration level. 

 

 

FIGURE 10 INTEROPERABILITY PYRAMID 

Furthermore, the work in the Working Group is ongoing and other activities are being considered. 
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4.2 Working Groups in Agri-food 

The first general meeting “DEI Large Scale Projects Coordination Meeting in Agri-food sector” of OPEN DEI 

with Inner Circle and Extended Circle projects dates back to May 2nd 2019, organised and led by Joel Baquet 

(DG CONNECT) in Brussels. In that occasion, a preliminary Questionnaire was circulated to guage the interest 

of each LSP project for specific common topics that could be helpful for cooperation. However, at that date 

the Inner Circle projects DEMETER and ATLAS had not started yet (they were launched respectively in 

September and October 2019), the same for AgROBOfood activated on 1st June 2019. The active projects were 

at that date IoF2020 and SmartAgriHubs (SAHs).  

Physical meeting between OPEN DEI Technical Director and George Beers – WUR (Coordinator of IoF2020, 

SmartAgriHub) in July 16th, 2019 in Leiden; some technical proposals have been advanced in such context 

and managed later on via email as a follow-up. Contacts taken with the other 3 projects’ coordinators through 

virtual tools. 

Analysing the topics more “voted” by all the participants (in this case the Project Coordinators), in the period 

September 2019-January 2020 the following WGs have been identified and populated by at least one 

representative for each Ecosystem-project. The Project Coordinators supported OPEN DEI’s Ambassador to 

identify the right person/s in representation of the topic addressed. 

WGs and members: 

Communication and Dissemination 

 

Use cases/Pilots 

 

Open calls 

 

TABLE 12 AGRI-FOOD COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION WG, USE CASES/PILOTS WG, OPEN CALLS WG 

For the organization of Interoperability and Standardisation WGs a different path was followed. This WG’s 

origin dates back to March 2020, soon after the cancellation due to force majeure of the annual event 

organized by SmartAgriHubs to be held in Bucharest, on 9-11 March which already committed all the Agri-

food project Ecosystem in attending different sessions and allow fervid discussions on different topics. In 

particular, the project IoF2020 organized a workshop titled “IoF2020 Pathway towards Interoperability: 

Exploitation and contribution to standards and open data models” led by ATB and the FIWARE Foundation in the 
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perspective that any efforts towards interoperability and standardization are strengthen when tackled in 

group. It was thus decided to move the event from physical to virtual on 25 March 2020. A meaningful panel 

of projects was invited to join and discuss what has been done and how to join energies, to increase impact.  
 

Interoperability and Standardisation 

Name Institution Project Email 

Harald Sundmaeker Rita 
Campos 

ATB IoF2020 
SmartAgriHubs 

sundmaeker@atb-bremen.de 
campos@atb-bremen.de 

Alberto Abella 
Juanjo Hierro 
Jason Fox 

FIWARE Foundation IoF2020 
SmartAgriHubs 

alberto.abella@fiware.org 
juanjose.hierro@fiware.org 
jason.fox@fiware.org 

Marianna Faraldi 
Sergio Gusmeroli 

Tecnoalimenti S.C.p.A. 
Politecnico di Milano 

OPEN DEI m.faraldi@tecnoalimenti.com 
sergio.gusmeroli@polimi.it 

Stefan Rilling Fraunhofer IAIS ATLAS stefan.rilling@iais.fraunhofer.de 

John Hyland TEAGASC FAIRSHARE john.hyland@teagasc.ie 

TABLE 13 AGRI-FOOD INTEROPERABILITY AND STANDARDISATION WG 

The mechanism of collaboration through WGs and TFs was refreshed inside the Agri-food Ecosystem in 

occasion of the webinar organised on 18 June 2020 “H2020 Agri-Tech Research in Europe” hosted by 

DEMETER & ATLAS with the collaboration of OPEN DEI.  
 
 

4.2.1 Objectives and Status of Agri-food WGs: 
 

Working Group 

(WG) 

Short-term objective and 

description 

How OPEN DEI contributes 

Status Leader 

Interoperability 

and 

Standardisation 

1. Understand what each project is 

doing towards interoperability 

and standardisation; and 

2. Identify common interests and 

potential joint courses of actions 

3. Opening a dialogue between 

projects to exchange results; 

further work on particularly 

three topics: system of systems 

approach, reference 

architecture and data models 

used. 
 

OPEN DEI contributions: 

- Attend the WG meetings, act as 

rapporteur supporting WG 

Leader in drafting the minutes 

- Creation of a repository for 

sharing documents (box.com) 

- Creation of a mailing list of 

contacts (and act as owner / co-

owner), enlarging the current 

group 

ACTIVE 
 

KOM = 25 March 2020 

During the KOM, ATLAS, IoF2020, 

SAHs, OPEN DEI and FAIRSHARE 

joined the meeting. In such meeting 

it was decided that IoF2020 is a LSP 

with considerable work realised and 

strong results and is in the position 

to lead this initiative until the end of 

the project (March 2021). The leader 

is Harald Sundmaeker of ATB (in 

representation of IoF2020). 

IoF2020 

 

mailto:sundmaeker@atb-bremen.de
mailto:campos@atb-bremen.de
mailto:alberto.abella@fiware.org
mailto:juanjose.hierro@fiware.org
mailto:jason.fox@fiware.org
mailto:m.faraldi@tecnoalimenti.com
mailto:sergio.gusmeroli@polimi.it
mailto:stefan.rilling@iais.fraunhofer.de
mailto:john.hyland@teagasc.ie
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- Under the technical point of 

view, facilitate standardisation 

in three ways: facilitate adoption 

of domain-specific standards, 

synchronise ICT standards and 

promote new standards; play a 

relevant role in promoting the 

work from Agri-food sector into 

other sectors and bridging it to 

Industry 4.0. 

A new restricted meeting has been 

carried out on 7 May 2020 between 

IoF2020 and OPEN DEI for better 

defining the collaboration 

framework; OPEN DEI is available to 

support this effort and should 

continue the discussion leading the 

Working Group once IoF2020 has 

terminated. The WG will focus on 

exploiting existing standards and de-

facto initiatives and working on open 

data models, while trying to identify 

possible standardization 

contributions, listening to other 

projects and experiences. OPEN DEI 

plays a relevant role (i) supporting 

the group with practical tools (e.g. 

repository, mailing list), (ii) 

participating to the discussions, (iii) 

promoting the work of projects in 

such topic into other sectors and 

bridging it to Industry 4.0.  

The above-mentioned workshop has 

been just an initial step in the 

possibility of establishing potential 

synergies among Ecosystem 

projects; a follow-up workshop is 

expected soon but the date has not 

been fixed yet. 

 

WG Short-term objective and description. 

How OPEN DEI contributes 

Status Leader 

Communicatio

n, 

Dissemination  

 

(and Open 

Calls) 

Short term objective: seeking for synergies on 

dissemination, e.g. through:  

- Common high-level publications (newsletter, 

journal, infographic…multilingual) 

- Cross-linking social network accounts and 

websites 

- Mutual support in exchanging opportunities 

and sponsoring events and initiatives 

What OPEN DEI provides: 

- support to the organisation of big events (The 

Agenda has to be co-created with projects and the 

EC, as joint event);  

- use of own Social Networks, website and 

Network to increase projects visibility 

----------------------------------- 

Not activated 

yet under the 

form of WG 

meetings: 

exchange of 

communication

s among 

mailing list. 

 

 

SmartAgriHu

bs 
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In relation to Open Calls (OCs), the are currently 

included into “communication and dissemination” 

actions, since the present role required to OPEN 

DEI is essentially to provide major visibility to the 

published Calls of each Ecosystem-project (this is 

the case of agROBOfood Open Call #1 + SAHs two 

individual open calls launched in May 2020 as an 

immediate RESPOND to the crisis related to 

Covid-19 + ATLAS Open Call + DEMETER Open Call 

#1 DEVELOP) and have not been structured under 

the form of WG.  

Actions carried out have been as follows: 

1. on request of Agri-food ambassador, IDC 

created a dedicated area on OPEN DEI website to 

amplify the Open Calls of the twinning projects for 

increasing their visibility to the outside 

2. Use of own Social Networks for amplifying 

visibility (e.g. Twitter) 

Not activated yet, but planned as additional 

services which can be provided: 

- Identification of Reviewers, if this is a support 

required/appreciated by the single Project  

- Where Calls are not yet defined in detail, open a 

public consultation (e.g. on OPEN DEI website) to 

ask for topics of interest  

- Provide visibility to the OCs winners (e.g. an 

interview, a sort of Award) – this could be a cross-

domain initiative, where collected success stories 

from other projects/sectors are of inspirations for 

others. People learn from others and 

SMEs/farmers understand the value of 

digitalisation. 
 

WG Short-term objective and 

description. 

How OPEN DEI contributes 

Status Leader 

Pilots 

and  

Use-

cases  

 

Short term objective: Collect 

information on all use cases, identify 

possible synergies, initiate the 

cooperation. Maintain a Use Case 

inventory and review regularly the 

inventory and search for possible 

overlaps/linking possibilities, 

reporting directly to involved people.  

 

The WG on Pilots and Use Cases has not 

been activated yet, considering for the inner 

circle-projects the Pilots’ definition a still an 

ongoing activity (Covid-19 slowed down some 

plans). Such topic is thus not been currently 

managed with actions under the structure of 

WG (at least for the moment). 

 

[In terms of Pilots, OPEN DEI is currently 

acting at single-inner-project level, collecting 

from DEMETER and ATLAS through a Data 

Collection Questionnaire the details related to 

the different planned Pilots, with the aim to 

populate the Pilot Dashboard foreseen in 

WP3. The Dashboard must immediately 

provide the information that both projects 

need: 

-  
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1. awareness on the pilots carried out in 

Europe both into the same domain and cross-

domains (knowing about others and their way 

of working, it may be that Pilots are inspired, 

that can learn from each other, listening 

about lessons learnt, identifying best 

practices, etc) 

2. common elements existing 

3. standards, methodologies, tools and 

platforms possibilities applied  

 

Immediately after the gathering of the Pilots-

Questionnaires, the inner-circle projects will 

be convene in a meeting among the Parties 

where to discuss possible collaboration 

points. Where such meeting does not find 

specific common interest in the specific 

domain, the topic will be moved at Task Force 

Level]. 

A specific remark on Covid-19 is worth to be mentioned. Unexpectedly (if compared to 2019 or just a few 

months ago), this emergency is touching every project, in some way or another, including IAs (and related 

pilots) and impacting on the lives of the researchers and end-users involved into the projects (smart working, 

no travels, no aggregations, no physical meetings, often no access to facilities/labs during lockdown periods, 

layoffs for some companies, …). SmartAgriHubs (SAHs) has taken the issue to heart and has already proposed 

both a dedicated Open Call as well as two related events/discussions to which OPEN DEI has contributed for 

creating an Ecosystem enlarged interest; in particular, has contributed by finding speakers (Atlas, 

AgROBOfood) for SAH COVID-19 webinar, 9 November 2020. The topic has not been managed in the form 

of a WG yet, but some projects of the Ecosystem (e.g. ATLAS, AgROBOfood) expressed interest in continuing 

to discuss this issue together with others: it is therefore not excluded that, should the emergency situation 

persist, the topic will not be treated in a more structured form. 

In conclusion, WGs and their members in the Agri-food domain have been set-up; the mechanism of "WG 

meetings" has not been yet applied for some topics moving the discussion at another level (e.g. 

mailing list). What will guide the ambassador will be the interest that pushes the projects in maintaining the 

discussion at WG-level, neglecting topics that take a back seat and that inside the domain do not seem to 

collect interest, moving discussions towards TFs (even if, monitoring the projects’ interests, it will be possible 

to come back at WG’s level whenever required).  
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4.3 Working Groups in Energy 
The initiation of activities in the energy ecosystem coincided with the dissemination to the involved projects 

(inner and external circles, as reported in the paragraph 3.3 of the current document) of the questionnaire 

“Topics for Cooperation”, in order to collect and analyse the areas that are related to the projects tasks. 

Moreover, the outcomes allowed to define the subjects for which the inter-projects collaboration is 

favourable. The macro-topics that are envisioned by the questionnaire are: communication, open calls, use-

cases explorer, shared infrastructures, linking eco-systems, technical topics, standardization and GDPR 

compliance. 

The kick-off meeting of the Working Groups, held in virtual form on 6th April 2020 with the contribution of DG 

ENER and DG CNECT representatives, included the pitch presentations of the ecosystem projects and the 

agreement on the creation, as first stage, of three Working Groups: 

1. Working Group 1: Use-cases explorer 

2. Working Group 2: Data & shared infrastructures 

3. Working Group 3: Linking eco-systems 

The agreement about the activities of each Working Group considered the differences among the projects 

starting dates, in particular between those in the inner and external circles; successively (2021 Q1), the 

creation of the fourth Working Group having as theme “Technical topics” is planned. 

The activities, goals and achievements of each Working Group are presented in the following sub-paragraphs.  

4.3.1 Energy Working Group 1: Use-cases Explorer 

This Working Group is led by the InterConnect project, in particular by INESC TEC (coordinator) and the 

partner EEBUS. 

The main goal of the Working Group is the creation of a story line across all pilots, based on the extraction of 

approaches and values with respect to the position of each field test. Activities involve the work on a common 

reference architecture model that is understood and mapped to each pilot. The results are included in a 

single document, as booklet or different media formats: this outcome consists of a catalogue, or a navigator, 

for the use cases that should bring together the views of supply and demand side. 

Additional goals of the Working Group are the plan of a communication strategy with web presence (also in 

collaboration with the Working Group 3 “linking eco-systems”, in the same domain) and the organization of a 

demo session event, which has the focus on the added values of use cases and their understanding at high 

level. The external stakeholders of the Working Group include the CEN/Cenelec and ISO/IEC SC41, for which 

the contribution to their standardized templates is advantageous. 

As initial activity, the use cases description adopted by the InterConnect project is presented, discussed and 

agreed as basis for the implementation by the Working Group participants. This approach refers to the so-

called “Design Thinking Methodology”. Design Thinking is a formal method for creative problem solving, with 

the intent of fostering innovation. It is characterized by three traits: (i) the leverage of creativity as a driver of 

innovation; (ii) a human centered perspective, where innovators build empathy with users; (iii) and an intense 

use of experimentation as a rapid and effective source of communication and learning among stakeholders. 

This methodology is divided into three phases: problem framing, solution design and solution development. 

The actions of the Problem Framing phase are: 

• To identify the new values proposed to the users in order to declare the pursued vision 

• To describe the adopted functionality with the aim of defining the relationships between 

stakeholders 

• To illustrate the country peculiarities in terms local regulations and value chain 
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The actions of the Solution Design phase are: 

• Identify user profiles able to inspire emerging lifestyles and users’ needs 

• Create service ideas aimed at fulfilling the users’ needs previously identified; recognizes similar 

service ideas showing similar patterns in order to identify clusters 

• Develop service concepts highlighting the journey (both from user and system perspectives) and the 

associated business model 

The actions of the Solution Development phase are: 

• Translate the service concept in epic / user stories 

• Translate epic and user stories in high level use cases 

As agreed in the Working Group, the large scale pilots of each participating project are being described with 

respect to the problem framing; within this phase, two representations are adopted: 

• Manifesto: which envisions the values provided by the pilot 

• Ecosystem Map, which depicts pilot stakeholders, defines functionalities and illustrates data flows. 

As example, the manifesto and eco-system templates related to the Noderstedt pilot (Germany) of the 

InterConnect project are reported: 

 

 

FIGURE 11 INTERCONNECT PROJECT MANIFESTO AND ECOSYSTEM TEMPLATES 
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4.3.2 Energy Working Group 2: Data & Shared Infrastructures 

This Working Group is led by the Platone project, in particular by the partner Engineering Ingegneria 

Informatica. A main stakeholder corresponds to the BRIDGE initiative (DG ENER), particularly its Working 

Group about “Data management”, to which the OPEN DEI results are expected to be presented and discussed. 

Starting from the analysis of applied data spaces and data sharing deployments, the topologies and 

infrastructures that are implemented in the different projects are inspected. The baselines includes the IoT 

and AI as drivers for the future developments, together with an innovation friendly regulatory framework.  

The main objective of the Working Group is to investigate the approaches of the participating projects on 

architectures for data sharing and their management in the energy domain, with the following pillars: 

• Harmonization of the Data Interface 

• Generalization of a conceptual Data Reference Model: across different pilots, projects or domains 

• Analysis of the Data Exchange Layer: e.g. between industries (B2B) and/or for data-driven services 

(B2C) 

The main reference for the Working Group activities are the “nine building blocks of data exchange 

framework” defined by Innopay, into which data sharing scheme agreements can be categorized: 

 

FIGURE 12 BUILDING BLOCKS OF DATA EXCHANGE FRAMEWORK 

In order to provide references about existing implementations of building blocks for data exchange 

frameworks, a series of workshops has been carried out as Working Group activity. Particularly, the presented 

solutions are collected in a document named “Architectures in Data Exchange Frameworks”; it refers to 

European projects or initiatives that involve the concepts of exchange protocols, data standards and 

metadata: SPINE (EEBUS), MIMs (Synchronicity project), architecture of Platone project, Smart Energy 

Platform of FIWARE, IDSA approach, architecture of Gatekeeper project. 

As main Working Group activity, the template named “Mapping of Data Exchange Frameworks for Projects” 

has been prepared to collect inputs from the participating projects: the documents inspects whether each 

building block is addressed in the projects pilots. For each of the building blocks that is deployed, a 

description of the planned and/or implemented actions are provided, together with the relevant standards 

or frameworks that are envisaged. 

For the implementation of pilots and deployment of infrastructures, public-funded projects may choose a 

specific solution or a holistic architecture concept that can be mapped across pilot sites and/or across 
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different sectors. This activity focuses on holistic concepts for data management and constitutes the initial 

action of the Working Group on data & shared infrastructure, necessary to analyse the EU projects 

approaches on architectures for data sharing and management in the energy domain. As main and general 

goal, after mapping the building blocks to the participating projects, new (technologic) solutions can be 

iteratively developed to facilitate data sharing among schemes and reference solutions can be identified. 

According to the outcomes of the document “Mapping of Data Exchange Frameworks for Projects”, in 

September 2020 the Working Group agreed on concentrating the analysis, as first phase, on the projects 

implementations of four building blocks: 

• Business Models 

• Authorization 

• Exchange Protocols 

• Data Standards 

For each block, a specific interview with a selected group of 2 or 3 projects (which stated the largest effort in 

implementing the building block) is carried out. The interviews, which conclude in November 2020, aim at 

analyzing the details of the deployments, the reference standards, the use of existing or new solutions, etc. 

Their contents will be included in the next version of the document “Mapping of Data Exchange Frameworks 

for Projects” and constitutes the first milestone of the Working Group. An additional milestone of the Working 

Group is the expansion of the analysis at cross-domain level. 

4.3.3 Energy Working Group 3: Linking Eco-systems 

This Working Group is led by the PLATOON project, in particular by the partner Cluster Energia. 

With respect to the previous Working Groups of the energy domain, the starting date of WG3 has been 

postponed to September 2020 in order to reduce the gap between the projects in the inner and external 

circles. 

The main objectives of the group are the facilitation of the mutual knowledge and the exchange of best 

practices and/or results between the participating projects; these are achieved by establishing 

communication channels between all the partners. 

Moreover, an important aspect is the effective involvement of key stakeholders in a sustainable way; this is 

accomplished by identifying common target audiences and cooperating in the dissemination activities 

addressed to them. The OPEN DEI tools (e.g. its website or monthly newsletter) constitute advantageous 

supports and their regular use are part of the Working Group activities. 

Another action point addressed by the group is the reinforcement of communication and visibility for the 

cascade funding “Open Calls” published by each project, especially at regional and/or national levels. In the 

projects of the WG3, no open calls are currently active; the next one is expected to be launched by PLATOON 

project in January 2020. 

The first joint communication and dissemination event, titled “Data sharing and governance for Energy 

applications” is proposed to be virtually held in February 2021; the draft program foresees the presentations 

of the involved projects in the Working Group and a round-table about data sharing in the energy domain. 

Finally, a key aspect of WG3 is the strict alignment and collaboration with the other Working Groups of the 

energy domain (and of other domains), in order to promote and successfully disseminate the achieved 

results. 
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4.4 Working Groups in Health & Care 

Five Working Groups have been installed following the first cluster coordination meeting which took place in 

Brussels on the 12th of December 2019. 5 projects have accepted to take a leader role to conduct the Working 

Groups activities. This role of coordination might be assigned to other projects after a certain time. A 

dedicated entry has been created on BOX to store the material and call minutes of all Working Groups. 

Generally, the Working Groups have three general objectives: 

- Create synergies between projects on topics of common interest 

- Encourage adoption of good practice and reference best approaches and  

- Organize educational activities on aspects  

In its  role  of  ambassador  of  the  healthcare  sector,  EHTEL  is  supporting  the operations  of  the  cluster  

and  is  furthermore  contributing  to  establish  bi-directional links between the healthcare domain and the 

three other domains, exploring thus further the possibility for synergies between sectors.  

EHTEL has been instrumental in organizing a contribution of the cluster to the EC on the European Data 

Strategy. 7 questions  were drafted , all  directly  related  to  the  key  issues  tackled by  the  survey  with  

however  a  slight  adaptation  to  the  specificity  of  the health sector  and  a  reference  to  the  key  messages  

brought forward  by  the  EC Communication on the European Strategy for Data The data collected have been 

summarized and analysed and the output has been submitted as an original contribution to the survey. 

This section will provide a brief overview of the work performed by each Working Group so far. 

4.4.1 Working Group 1: Dissemination. Led by the project SHAPES 
41 people representing all the projects are members of this group.  

The initial objectives set to the WG were: 

• Common slide deck 

• Common high-level publication (newsletter, journal, infographic…multilingual) 

• Cross-linking social network accounts and websites: 

• Common participation in events (IoT Week, AAL forum. 

The WG has met virtually 6 times in 2020. The planned joint activities of this WG (such as a joint participation 

in the IoT week) have been affected by the COVID-19 situation. The Working Group has however achieved a 

number of important results such as: 

- The creation of common slide deck and infographics based on a collaborative description of all the 

pilots foreseen by the projects (used as a base for the OPENDEI WP3 dashboard) 

- The sharing of approaches and methodologies for wide co-creation and stakeholder engagement 

(and use of adapted tools in covid-19 situation) 

- The cross invitation by all projects to internal workshops and webinars of common interests 

- The creation of cross-projects mailing lists for newsletters distribution. 

- The approval of a common workshop at the AAL forum in May 2021  

Plans for 2021 include the organisation of all cluster workshop event aimed at multi-lateral knowledge 

transfer, a possible cluster level newsletter and shared exploitation of projects outputs (and data). 

4.4.2 Working Group 2: Use Cases. Led by the project SMART4HEALTH 

61 people representing all the projects are members of this group. 

The initial objectives set to the WG was: 

https://www.ehtel.eu/images/EHTEL_PositionPaper2-Contributing-EU-Strategy-Data.pdf
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• Creating a repository of use cases (from clinical and technology perspective) and agreeing on a 

taxonomy to describe them in a consistent way  

• Define a template for structured information of the macro use cases 

The Working Group has met 3 times to date in 2020. A 4th meeting will take place at the end of November. Its 

main current output has been the description and analysis of all projects high level use cases. The COVID-19 

situation has also had an impact on this WG as all projects have been requested by the European Commission 

to analyse how they can adapt their use cases to the Covid-19 situation. The template which has been built 

to collect the information had thus to take this into account. and a supplementary specific Covid-19 

coordination meeting has been organized. Projects data secondary use is a new “global” use case which 

appeared important to take on board. 

The workplan for 2021 includes a consensus on the high level use cases which will be used as a reference by 

other WGs. Important relevant resources and material will also be shared between projects. The use of 

reference persona such as those developed by BLUEPRINT for EIP for AHA and other narratives developed 

by projects will be instrumental in this process. 

4.4.3 Working Group 3: KPIs. Led by the project GATEKEEPER 
37 people representing all the projects are members of this group. 

The initial objectives set to the WG were: 

• Sharing KPI definitions and coordinating them with the WG “use cases”. KPI and use cases may serve 

self-benchmarking purposes 

• Gatekeeper may contribute with the introduction of the MAFEIP methodology  

• OPEN DEI to contribute with a cross-industry approach 

 

After a first discussion on KPIs typology, the WG has introduced the MAFEIP methodology to all projects and 

a first MAFEIP based reference document has been produced.  

All projects will be asked to present their approach and tools for evaluation. OPENDEI is expected to improve 

and complete this framework with cross-industry related KPIs (such as e.g. digital maturity). 

4.4.4 Working Group 4: Architecture and Standard. Led by the project PHArA-ON  
58 people representing all the projects are members of this group. 

The initial objectives set to the WG were: 

• Short term objective: describing the planned or under implementation - LSP architectures  

• Standards analysis not to be limited to the IoT part, but should also include all other aspects related 

to data sharing (e.g. interoperability with EHRs)  

• OPEN DEI to contribute with proposals(s) cross-industry meta reference architecture and 

webinars e.g. related to Data Sharing and Data Sovereignty standards.  

• Diffuse further work performed by Activage on IoT reference architecture and standards (AIOTES) 

• Stimulate coordination and cooperation among participating projects in health and care domain and 

stakeholders to achieve synergies and deliver value- 

• Share knowledge, (common/best) practices, valuable materials and information; Identify common 

points and detect gap 

This Working Group started a bit later due to the perceived necessity to give all projects the necessary time 

to reflect on this first internally and for the WG leader to share initial knowledge with OPEN DEI WP2. The first 

accomplishment of the Working Group is to have completed an initial survey on reference architecture and 

standards. Thanks to the results of this survey, it will be now possible to focus more in details on the most 

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/ageing/news/12-personas-have-been-developed-enable-eip-aha-envision-realistic-health-and-care-needs-certain_en
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urgent needs of the cluster. Data secondary reuse also rely on appropriate security, privacy and semantics 

standards. 3 projects active in this WG are also part of the task force 1 led by WP2, guaranteeing thus 

permanent cross-fertilization between OPEN DEI and the cluster projects. 

The WG results may also have an impact on the drafting of OPEN CALLS by projects. 

4.4.5 Working Group 5: GDPR and legal issues. Led by the project SMART BEAR  
44 people representing all the projects are members of this group 

The initial objectives set to the WG were: 

• Short term objective: an inventory of relevant approach and tools e.g. for implementing GDPR and/or 

developing a Data Management Plan:  

• Impact assessment of GDPR and Medical Devices regulations  

• Concrete implementation of Privacy by design  

• Common approach, methodology and tools for risk assessment  

 

The Working Group has met once and has identified a number of short term issues.  It has been agreed in 

particular to share and analyse all project consent forms. The question of projects data reuse has indeed 

been a central question during this first call and it has been proposed to align as much as possible consent 

form to make data reuse between projects and also possibly for other projects possible. Due to the need to 

obtain agreements from ethical committees, this is an urgent common topic. The impact of the entry into 

force of the Medical Devices regulation is another critical subject of attention with a need to develop common 

guidelines between project. Due to internal issues at the level of the coordinating project, the organisation 

of the follow-up calls has been delayed but should take place before the end of the year. 
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5 CROSS-DOMAIN ACTIVITIES 

As above mentioned OPEN DEI aims at building an ecosystem between four domains (Manufacturing, Agri-

food, Energy and Healthcare) by capturing synergies, identifying gaps, sharing best practices, reinforcing 

regional and national relationships and promoting the implementation of common dissemination, 

communication, training and exploitation action plans to maximize the impact of the results the coming from 

the Innovation Actions in DT focus area Digital Platforms and Pilots. To this end, OPEN DEI is aligned with the 

aims and objectives of Digitising European Industry initiative in the contexts of Regulatory Framework, 

Partnership and Platform, Skills and Jobs and Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs). 

The cross-domain activities started with a series of webinars (§5.1) where projects of the Inner Circle and 

Extended ecosystem are made aware of some possible hints for further discussion and collaboration. The 

second step is the creation of Task Forces (§5.2 §5.3 §5.4 §5.5) each addressing one specific topic of cross-

domain interest and, on a typical lifetime of 6 months, aiming at developing a collaborative artefact such as 

a position paper, a joint demo, a plan for an event, a survey, a common web site or marketplace. 

5.1 OPEN DEI cross-domain Webinars 

5.1.1 Webinar 1: IDSA 
OPEN DEI supports the creation of common data platforms based on a unified architecture and an 

established standard in different sectors: manufacturing, agriculture, energy and healthcare, which represent 

key fields for the deployment of the EU strategy for digitalisation. In this framework, the EU-funded OPEN DEI 

project aims to detect gaps, encourage synergies, support regional and national cooperation, and enhance 

communication among the Innovation Actions implementing the EU Digital Transformation strategy. 

The OPEN DEI International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) has defined a reference architecture and a formal 

standard to be used for creating and operating virtual data spaces. The IDS Architecture is based on European 

values and commonly accepted data governance models facilitating secure exchange and easy linkage of 

data within business ecosystems. It ensures digital sovereignty for data owners making data available for 

being exchanged or shared. The Association’s members include 109 companies and institutions of various 

industries and sizes from more than 20 countries. 

OPEN DEI offers a series of free webinars that will focus on “Data Platforms and Pilot 

Implementations”  

In this webinar, speakers shared their views on how they propose to build data spaces. With this workshop 

the public learned: 

- what OPEN DEI is about and what OPEN DEI can offer you? 

- how OPEN DEI supports the Digital Transformation projects in identifying gaps, making common 

developments and sharing previous results 

- about the indispensable elements of a common European Data Space 

- how IDS Reference Architecture Model (IDS-RAM) is setting the framework conditions to deploy 

common, interoperable data spaces in key sectors. 

- how IDSA enables data governance and data usage control of the European data space. 

- The role of IDS connector as a key element in trusted data spaces (DIN-SPEC-27070 introduction) 
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SPEAKERS PANEL: 

Thorsten Huselmann (OPEN DEI moderator) 

 

 

AGENDA: 

o Welcome (5’) 

o OPEN DEI presentation -Giorgio 

Micheletti from IDC (10’) 

o OPEN DEI vision about European Data 

Spaces and how IDS contribute - – Lars 

Nagel from IDSA (15’) 

o How the IDS-RAM standard contributes 

to European Data Spaces (introduction 

to IDS-RAM, & data usage control) – 

Sebastian Steinbuss from IDSA (15’) 

o OPEN DEI cross-sectorial data spaces 

Working Group presentation (5’) 

o Q&A (5’)  

Registration process: 

The main target group of the webinar are the DT projects, the community of +27 projects that we represent. 

During the registration process we will ask registrants to state which project they represent or participate in. 

We will include additional questions to check their interest in participating in a cross-sectorial data sharing 

task force. 

Registration questions:  

*Would you be interested to join to a cross-sectorial data space Working Group?  YES  NO 

Answers to the questioner: 

 

*Which topics do you consider more interesting for a cross-sectorial Working Group?  

 Data driven services (roles and interactions)   

 Standards for data interoperability   

 Processes for data exchange   

 Business models representation   

 common components & technologies  

 Security aspects   

 Legal agreements & certification  

 Data governance   

 Other 
 

Topics prioritizing 
Total 

votes 

Processes for data exchange 91 

Data driven services (roles and interactions) 89 

Standards for data interoperability 85 

Data governance 68 

 Common components & technologies 62 

 Security aspects 60 

 Business models representation 57 

 Legal agreements & certification 40 
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5.1.2 Webinar 2: Business opportunities for Digital Transformation through the 

ecosystem of Digital Innovation Hubs in Europe 
 

One of the aims of OPEN DEI is to build an innovation ecosystem across the 4 domains of the project. The 

final goal is to: 

▪ Promote synergies, 

▪ Support cross fertilization  

▪ Nurture technological development. 

In the same way, OPEN DEI aims to enable the sharing of ideas and best practices among them and to 

maximize / multiply the impact of their Large-Scale Pilots (LSPs). OPEN DEI is aligned with the aims and 

objectives of Digitising European Industry initiative in the contexts of Regulatory Framework, Partnership and 

Platform, Skills and Jobs and Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs). 

Innovalia led the second OPEN DEI webinar that took 

place on May 14th. The goal was to present an overview of 

European activities about DIHs and ecosystem building 

activities in the OPEN DEI domains (Manufacturing, 

Energy, Healthcare and Agri-food) and technologies such 

as Cybersecurity, Industrial IOT, AI, Cloud, HPC & Robotics. 

Moreover, during the webinar it was explored how DIHs 

could become important partners for OPEN DEI Digital 

Platforms projects for a leaner global uptake and transfer of their digital solutions towards SMEs and a deep 

and structured Digital Transformation of all EU industries. The session showed the benefits that the 

connection and active participation of digital platforms innovation actions in DIH ecosystems can bring, by 

supporting business growth, shaping better digital products and more effective industrial processes in the 

four domains. 

The participants of the webinar, who came from the different sectors of OPEN DEI, learned: 

• What OPEN DEI is about and what OPEN DEI can offer to different stakeholders in the Digital 

Transformation domain. 

• The composition of the European landscape of DIHs and the initiatives for ecosystem building 

in each sector 

• How OPEN DEI can support companies to gain access and exploit the potential of the 

European ecosystem of DIHs 

• What support strategic networks of DIHs and initiatives could provide for distribution of AI and 

sovereign data sharing solutions 
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FIGURE 13 OPEN DEI WEBINAR #2 SPEAKERS 

5.1.3 Webinar 3: The Role of the Reference Architectures in Data-oriented Digital 

Platforms 
OPEN DEI supports the identification of a Reference Architecture based on common and recognized 

standards to encourage the creation and spread of Data Oriented Digital Platforms to the exchange of data 

with respect for sovereignty and trust. ENGINEERING, in collaboration with other members of the 

Consortium, has fostered and supported the creation and development of a common Reference Architecture 

(published in the report D2.1 – “Reference Architecture for cross-domain Digital Transformation V1”) and is 

involved in the promotion of an innovation and collaboration environment aiming to support inter-IAs 

collaboration in the four areas and to connect with relevant DIHs in the DT domain. 

The third session of this first series of OPEN DEI WEBINAR SESSIONS focused on Reference 

Architectures and Data Platforms. This webinar (held on 28th of May 2020) introduced a cross-sector and 

general purpose Reference Architecture proposed by FIWARE, complemented by relevant experiences and 

lessons learnt by domain-specific experts providing their own perspective in the four sectors addressed 

within OPEN DEI. With this workshop we have presented a cross-industry storyline on how Digital Platform 

and relevant standards can be used to overcome challenges in data-oriented business, using lessons learnt 

from the most mature H2020 Innovation Actions in DT focus area Digital Platforms and Pilots. 

The selected speakers (showed in the following picture) came from all the domains tackled by OPEN DEI and 

all materials can be freely downloaded here in order to maximize the impact of the discussions. 

 

FIGURE 14 OPEN DEI WEBINAR #3 SPEAKERS 

The main outcome of the workshop is the role OPEN DEI is playing, among other objectives, at harmonizing 

and coordinating different Digital Transformation (DT) approaches under a common Reference 

Architecture Framework (RAF) so that experiences and lessons learned could be shared and assessed 

crossing the boundaries of specific applicative sectors. 

To this end the deliverable D2.1 Reference Architecture for cross-domain Digital Transformation, strongly 

connected to this third webinar, aims to investigate and identify the current practices (including definition, 

concepts, processes, models, and templates) for the development of a Reference Architecture Framework 

 

https://www.opendei.eu/event/2459/
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relevant to the four sectors targeted by OPEN DEI, as well as providing recommendations (i.e. based on the 

identified principles) to successfully design and operate Digital Platforms supporting DT journeys. 

Starting from a Reference Architecture case analysis and relying on the requirements coming from the 

Innovation Actions under the CSA umbrella, the OPEN DEI project has defined the approach for designing a 

common Reference Architecture Framework able to describe the Cross Domain Digital Transformation. 

The extensive use of sensors and connected devices is a common scenario in the implementation of many 

Digital Transformation solutions and in many industrial sectors. The huge amount of available data is able to 

cover many business scenarios. Data-driven pipelines and workflows management is nowadays crucial for 

data gathering, processing, and decision support. To cope with this complexity OPEN DEI has adopted a 6C 

architecture (Connection, Cyber, Computing, Content/Context, Community, Customization), adapted from 

the one suggested by the German Industrie 4.0 initiative. Furthermore, OPEN DEI RAF is developed around 

the main concept of Data Spaces, identifying three main different layers described in the following using a 

bottom-up reading approach: 

• Field Level Data Spaces, it includes the Smart World Services able to collect data and support the 

interaction with the IoT Systems (configuration, calibration, data acquisition, actuation, etc.), 

Automation and Smart Assets (robots, machinery, and related operations) and Human Systems 

(manual operations, supervision, and control, etc.). 

• Edge Level Data Spaces, it defines the typical edge operations from the data acquisition (from the 

logical perspective) to the data processing through the data brokering. The edge services will play a 

key role also for data analytics (i.e. validating and improving models for data analysis). 

• Cloud Level Data Spaces, it includes data storage, data integration and data intelligence operations 

on the cloud. The cloud services will process big data, deploy algorithms, integrate different source 

platforms and services, provide advanced services such as AI prediction and reasoning. 

 

FIGURE 15 OPEN DEI REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK 

Furthermore, all these horizontal Data Spaces spines will feed the OPEN DEI Reference Architecture 

Framework a main orthogonal dimension, named X-Industry Data Spaces, characterized by following 

components: 

• Trusted and Security, incorporating technical frameworks and infrastructures that complements 

the previous to support trusted and secure exchange, which embraces: 
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o Applications Hub, an infrastructure which collects the recipes required for the provision of 

applications (e.g. deployment, configuration and activation) in a manner that related data 

access/usage control policies can be enforced. 

o Security Services, a technical framework to support Identity Access Management, Usage 

Control and other security services. 

o Connectors and Secure Gateways, a technical framework for trusted connection among 

involved parties. 

• Data Sharing, incorporating technical frameworks and infrastructures for an effective and auditable 

data sharing, which more specifically embraces: 

o Transaction Manager, a distributed ledger/blockchain infrastructure for logging selected 

data sharing transactions. 

o Data Models and Ontologies, to leverage common standard and information 

representations. 

o Data Sharing API, a technical framework for effective data sharing: a data sharing API. 

• Data Trading, incorporating technical frameworks and infrastructures for the trading (offering, 

monetization) of data, which embraces: 

o App Marketplace, enabling the offering of applications and application building blocks 

which can be integrated plug&play to enrich existing data spaces. 

o Data Marketplace, enabling the offerings around data resources with associated terms 

and conditions including data usage/access control policies as well as pricing schemas. 

o Business Support Functions, enabling data/applications usage accounting as well as 

implementing Clearing House, Payment and Billing functions. 

Finally, all the mentioned layers serve the realization of Digital Transformation X-Industry Pilots, for 

enabling applications (sometimes sector specific) for supporting business scenarios from experiments. 

 

5.2 Task Force 1: towards a common European Data Space 
The OPEN DEI Digital Transformation Data Sharing Spaces task force has the aim to develop a common 

understanding, approach and design principles among the four OPEN DEI domains towards the development 

of a common European Data Space1.  

In the above domain, one of the most advanced, concrete, mature initiatives in Europe is IDSA2, who is going 

to lead this TF, but of course we welcome in the discussion also other voices and opinions especially from the 

four domains. In this perspective, we share in the TF1 repository facilitated by IDC, a collection of basic IDSA 

documents including the IDSA RAM 3.0, the standard for Secure Gateways for Data and Services DIN SPEC 

27070 and the most recent presentations and papers such as Lars Nagel (IDSA CEO) recent presentation 

during our OPEN DEI webinar on April 30th and IDSA’s position paper “Implementing the European Strategy 

on Data”. 

In particular, the EU Data Strategy, published on February 19th 2020, identifies four main pillars to be 

addressed in order to get to a common EU Data Space3: a legal framework for data access and use, a technical 

infrastructure and building blocks, a capacity building program for skills and competencies, a rollout in crucial 

economic sectors and domains of public interest. The following picture illustrates this last pillar and the need 

for a common approach and technical baseline among the four selected OPEN DEI domains. 

 

1 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-towards-common-european-data-space 
2 https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/  
3 I want European businesses and our many SMEs to access high quality data and create value for Europeans including by 

developing AI applications. Thierry Breton, Commissioner for the Internal Market 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-towards-common-european-data-space
https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/
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Source: IDSA 

FIGURE 16 A EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR DATA 

 

In the context of OPEN DEI Task Force 1, IDS Association provides: 

• Open Reference architecture setting the framework conditions – based on standards. 

• Trust framework and scheme for data sharing 

• Coordination operations for essential data sovereignty services 

The OPEN DEI task force 1 will discuss how to implement this data spaces in four of the above domains: 

Manufacturing, Health & Care, Agri-food and Energy. One of the key challenges of the TF1 is to discuss and 

agree on a set of coherent and coordinated design principles for data spaces design, development and 

rollout, able to support and guarantee data sovereignty, i.e. “a natural person’s or corporate entity’s capability 

of being entirely self-determined with regard to its data4”. The following picture identifies three main Building 

Blocks (Connectivity, Trust, Governance) which will drive us in our endeavour. In each of them, we have 

mapped the nine Building Blocks for Data Sharing Spaces identified in a recent study by InnoPay5.  

 

FIGURE 17 BUILDING BLOCKS 

Objectives: 

• Analyze and discuss requirements and common challenges for data sharing spaces 

• Coordinate and work together on needs for cross-sectorial governance for data access and use 

based on common principles agreement and market-ready enabling building blocks. 

• Share knowledge, best practices and create a network of cross-sectorial data sharing 

stakeholders. 

• Create awareness of task force and IDSA activities: 

o Challenges and awards 

o Dissemination activities 

o Joint paper 

 

4 https://www.isst.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/isst-neu/documents/Publikationen/StudienundWhitePaper/FhG-

ISST_DATA-ECOSYSTEMS.pdf 
5 https://www.innopay.com/en/publications/how-are-soft-infrastructures-ishare-promoting-data-sovereignty-create-new-

value 

https://www.isst.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/isst-neu/documents/Publikationen/StudienundWhitePaper/FhG-ISST_DATA-ECOSYSTEMS.pdf
https://www.isst.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/isst-neu/documents/Publikationen/StudienundWhitePaper/FhG-ISST_DATA-ECOSYSTEMS.pdf
https://www.innopay.com/en/publications/how-are-soft-infrastructures-ishare-promoting-data-sovereignty-create-new-value
https://www.innopay.com/en/publications/how-are-soft-infrastructures-ishare-promoting-data-sovereignty-create-new-value
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• Develop recommendations for upcoming policies of EC and MS to support data exchange 

initiatives and for standardisation activities. 

 

 

Source: A European Strategy for Data-practical steps towards the Data Economy, Kimmo Rossi,EC 

FIGURE 18 TASK FORCE SCOPE 

 

Task force management: 

IDSA will coordinate the TF1 with the support of Technical coordinator and OPEN DEI WP2-WP3 and WP5 

leaders, ENGINEERING, ATOS and FIWARE Foundation. The ambassadors will propose and stablish the first 

contact with representatives of its sector. Furthermore, there will be a coordination with the Working Groups 

in each sector where building blocks identification and mapping activities are being developed. There will be 

a directory on OPEN DEI Box for sharing documents and a distribution list and a Teams channels that 

facilitates the communication process too. 

Each meeting we will produce a resume of the attendees, main conclusions. After each meeting we will 

distribute a summary and agreements. IDSA will evaluate the conclusions and contributions from the task 

force to make recommendations to EC. 

Task force experts from each sector: 

- Agri-food sector: 

- DEMETER: Srdjan Krco from DunavNet 

- ATLAS: Mallku Caballero from AgriCircle 

- IoF2020: Harald Sundmaeker from ATB  

- Healthcare sector: 

- Smart4Health: Ricardo Goncalves and Maria Marques from Uninova 

- InteropEHRate: Francesco Torelli and Alessio Graziani from Engineering 

- PHArA-ON: Andre Grguric  from Ericsson. 

- Energy sector: 

- BD4OPEM: Javier Valino -from ATOS. 
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- InterConnect: Antonio Kung from Trialog 

- PLATOON Eugenio Perea from Tacnalia 

- Manufacturing sector: 

- KYKLOS: Kjell Bengtsson from Jotne.   

- DigiPRIME: Luis Usatorre from Tecnalia   

- DigiPRIME: John Soldatos from Intrasoft Int. 

- Qu4lity: Jorge Rodriguez from Atos 

OPEN DEI Internal expected contributions to OPEN DEI WP2, WP3 and WP5 deliverables: 

• Technical requirements and challenges for data spaces – work with discussion with the support of 

WP2 leader (RA and open source implementations of IDS RAM)  

• Use cases identification WP3 (Data Sovereignty pilots and maturity model / benchmark)  

• Standardisation activities WP5 (standard procedure DIN 27070). 

The current idea is to define a Table of Content and milestones and responsibilities for each part. Ideally 

these parts correspond with the three themes addressed in OPEN DEI WP (pending to confirm):  

• Technical requirements and challenges for data spaces (D2.3) 

• Components from building blocks identification (D2.3) 

• Creating an open catalogue to share ontologies, data models and datasets to foster interoperability. 

“Cross-Industry Data Spaces” (D2.5) - collecting ontologies, data models and datasets supporting 

Data Economy under Data Sovereignty principles. 

• Data sharing use cases identification and best practices (D3.3; D3.5) 

• Standardisation activities (D5.1) in the two ICT-driven domains: Context Brokering and Data Sharing. 

Task force outcomes: 

The iteration 1 from September to December 2020 has the target to achieve the following results: 

• Summary of each task force meeting and two task force activities reports for the EC. 

• An OPEN DEI task force OPEN DEI cross-sectorial position paper about design principles and 

components for common EU data spaces and their maturity level with the active participation of 

selected representatives from the OPEN DEI ecosystem and the four domains Innovation actions. 

• Joint presentation of cross sectorial position paper and sectorial dissemination activities plan. 

• IDSA will inform EC about the task force activities. Furthermore, the relevant conclusions will be 

reported to the EC. 
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Source: 1st Task force meeting. The task force will publish a cross-sectorial position paper 

Source: 1st Task force meeting. Main chapter leaders and contributors 

FIGURE 19 1ST TASK FORCE MEETING 
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TABLE 14 PARTICIPANTS LIST 

SECTOR Project Name Company

1 Agrifood sector OPEN DEI Marianna Faraldi TCA

2 Agrifood sector DEMETER Srdjan Krco Dunavnet

3 Agrifood sector ATLAS Mallku Caballero AgriCircle

4 Agrifood sector IoF2020 Harald Sundmaeker ATB

5 Health care sectorOPEN DEI Luc Nicolas EHTEL

6 Health care sectorSmart4Health Ricardo Goncalves Uninova

7 Health care sectorSmart4Health Maria Marques Uninova

8 Health care sectorInteropEHRate Francesco Torelli ENGINERING

9 Health care sectorInteropEHRate Alessio Graziani ENGINERING

10 Health care sectorPHArA-ON  Andre Grguric ERICSSON

11 Energy sector OPEN DEI Dognini, Alberto RWTH

12 Energy sector BD4OPEM  Javier Valino ATOS

13 Energy sector InterConnect Antonio Kung TRIALOG

14 Energy sector PLATOON Eugenio Perea TECNALIA

15 Manufacturing sectorOPEN DEI Carmen Polcaro INNOVALIA

16 Manufacturing sectorKYKLOS Kjell Bengtsson JOTNE

17 Manufacturing sectorDigiPRIME Marcello Colledani POLIMI

18 Manufacturing sectorDigiPRIME John Soldatos INTRASOFT INT

19 Manufacturing sectorDigiPRIME Luis Usatorre TECNALIA

20 Manufacturing sectorQUALITY Jorge Rodriguez ATOS

21 Cross sectorial Franck Boissiere EC

22 Cross sectorial OPEN DEI Nuria De Lama ATOS

23 Cross sectorial OPEN DEI Angelo Marguglio ENGINEERING

24 Cross sectorial OPEN DEI Juan Jose Hierro FIWARE

25 Cross sectorial OPEN DEI Giorgio Micheletti IDC

26 Cross sectorial OPEN DEI Sergio Gusmeroli POLIMI

27 Cross sector Joshua Gelhaar Fraunhofer ISST

28 Cross sector Punter, L.M. (Matthijs) TNO

29 Cross sector Ette, F.T.A. (Frans) van TNO

30 Cross sector Helmholt, K.A. (Kristian) TNO

31 Cross sector Bastiaansen, H.J.M. (Harrie) TNO

32 Cross sector Douwe  Lycklama Innopay

33 Cross sector Denise Hoppenbrouwer Innopay

34 Cross sector Tuikka Tuomo VTT

35 Cross sector Marko Turpeinen 1001Lakes

36 Cross sector Anne-Sophie Taillandier Mines-Telecom

37 Cross sector Ulrich Ahle FIWARE

38 Cross sector Oscaar Lazaro Innovalia

39 Cross sector OPEN DEI Thorsten Huelsmann IDSA

40 Cross sector OPEN DEI Sebastian Steinbuss IDSA

41 Cross sector OPEN DEI Lars Nagel IDSA

42 Cross sector OPEN DEI Christoph Mertens IDSA

43 Cross sector OPEN DEI Giulia Giussani IDSA
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FIGURE 20 TASK FORCE PLANNING, ITERATION 1 SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER 2020 

Milestones identification: 

• Milestone 1. Set-up Objectives and M4 plan for the position paper elaboration. Work and planning 

defined. Milestones and responsibilities to achieve the expected results. -> Task Force leader with 

Technical coordinator. 

• Position paper ToC agreement and responsible for each chapter -> Task Force leader with Technical 

coordinator. 

M2-3-4 Monthly Progress Meetings: 

• Milestones 2. Contributions integration for the paper. First version of the paper. OPEN DEI Working 

Groups discussion. 

• Milestones 3. contributions from TF members and OPEN DEI WG. Contributions integration. Second 

version of the paper. 

• Milestones 4. Final version of the paper. Joint paper presentation and events participation. Sectorial 

dissemination activities plan for 1Q/2Q 2021 

Detailed planning: 

 

Source: 1st Task force meeting. Task Force roadmap 

FIGURE 21 TASK FORCE ROADMAP 
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5.3 Task Force 2: Digital Transformation Business Ecosystem 

The OPEN DEI “Digital Transformation Business Ecosystem” task force aims to design and develop a 

collaboration roadmap between Digital Transformation platforms and the landscape of Digital Innovation 

Hubs, covering the four domains and defining collaboration actions for the mutual sustainability and 

development. To achieve this objective, the taskforce will take its first steps from the manufacturing sector, 

where the concept of DIH was first implemented and a great number of DIHs have been first established 

through a series of initiatives, such as I4MS, SAE, and are now evolved in a network with more than 400 DIHs, 

over 200 of them are fully operational. The current catalogue of DIHs includes hubs there are focused on 

specific technology and application, and not on a specific domain, has a wide geographical coverage, and 

addresses a variety of market, well beyond the manufacturing sector. The networks of DIHs are currently 

working on strengthen the connection between their different nodes through the deployment of 

collaborative services and reaching long term sustainability through the implementation of new business 

models and agreements. On the other hand, Digital Industrial Platforms are recently born and are expected 

to integrate relevant digital technologies such as IoT, AI, photonics, robotics, cloud and Big Data, define 

interfaces, validate technologies via pilots and experimentation facilities, support themselves via an 

ecosystem and evolve into standards. Both Digital Platforms and DIHs are the main focus of the DEI strategy 

and this taskforce aims at bringing together stakeholders from these two entities to define collaboration 

agreements and issues technical articles and position papers 

The key partners of the task force will be Innovalia, that with Atos and Engineering, both partners of OPEN 

DEI, have founded the DFA, the Digital Factory Alliance, “An international trusted community for digital 

factories to foster knowledge sharing and industrial collaboration to achieve data driven digital 

transformation” and Fondazione Politecnico Milano, that represents DIH4Industry, a digital European 

Marketplace platform of knowledge, components and services for active and upcoming Digital Innovation 

Hubs (DIHs) in the Digital Industry area. 

The objectives of the task force are the following: 

• Design a collaborative strategy for a seamless DIH interaction with Digital Platform across the DT 

ecosystem; 

• Involve several platforms through projects from the Digital Transformation area from the four 

domains; 

• Ensure technological and technical industrial knowledge is provided to the right actors, through 

the collecting and sharing of best practices through the DIHIWARE platform; 

• Promote training and skills development activities provided by DIH; 

• Give support to all the DIHs integrated in the network and generate ‘win-win situations’ where 

partners from DIHs and DP benefit from the collaboration, including cross-domain partnerships; 

• Issues several position papers with the aim at drawing up and developing a blueprint for the 

long-term collaboration between DIHs and Digital Platform. 

The activities of the taskforce will be developed inside WP4 “OPEN DEI Ecosystem”, its detailed plan, 

coordination scheme and expected output are included in the deliverable “D4.1 Networking Collaboration 

Services V1”. 

 

5.4 Task Force 3: towards common reference architectures, open 

source solutions and standards 

One of the main objectives of OPEN DEI is to understand and support the process of Digital Transformation 

in different industries. Accelerating such process (which is a clear need even more looking at the challenges 

brought by COVID-19) require taking advantage of synergies between sectors. There are technical elements 
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that are cross-sectorial though we also recognize that specific requirements and context conditions apply at 

sectorial level (at technical and non-technical level, such as regulations). For the common parts industries can 

learn from what has been done in other vertical sectors, but furthermore there is an opportunity for 

reusability (of architectures/technologies) and cooperation. It is not just about using a building block from 

sector X in sector Y, but also about ensuring that communication can happen in between systems deployed 

in different sectorial environments. The goal is that a company can discover if a problem in a sensor exists in 

a network of a provider or that a company can share data with an organization that could benefit from it even 

though data was not created with that purpose in mind (repurposing of data). 

Those examples lead us to two major challenges: interoperability and scalability. Interoperability can be an 

enabler to achieve scalability. The use of open standards plays a relevant role here. 

Following that context, in TF3 we will address major technical elements for Digital Transformation with a 

cross-domain perspective, including Reference Architectures, solutions that could be used for implementing 

such architectures -with a focus on Open Source- and standards, as a vehicle to promote interoperability. 

This TF will build on top of and will extend previous works carried out especially in the context of large scale 

piloting. Good examples of that is the architectural work associated to the use of IoT led by the Create-IoT 

project6, accompanied by a comprehensive background on standard and pre-normative activities, but also 

the works developed by BDVA with a focus on data-driven transformation. OPEN DEI has already processed 

some of those works resulting in D2.1 Reference Architecture for cross-domain digital transformation (v1), 

which includes a proposal for a (OPEN DEI) Reference Architecture Framework (RAF) already shared in one of 

our webinars (see section 5.2.3 of this document). Ongoing initiatives aiming at scaling up existing 

frameworks to enable a truly European innovation platform will also be considered. Examples of this are 

Living-in.eu and GAIA-X.  

5.4.1 TF3 Specific objectives 
TF3 intends to: 

• Create awareness and learn from previous works on Reference Architectures and understand how 

different approaches can be integrated or combined looking at scenarios of Digital Transformation.  

• Review the current landscape of standards, identify which areas require further work in terms of 

promotion of new standards (or extension of current ones) and help in their adoption by providing 

practical guidance to organizations 

• Help in the journey from specifications and conceptual work represented by architectures to the 

implementation of real solutions through an overview of open source reusable platforms and 

components that could ease and accelerate developments  

This will be done by creating a collaborative environment where different parties will be invited, including 

stakeholders that work at IT level (technology-focus) but also actors with knowledge on the different domains 

and thus able to understand the specificities of concrete deployment settings. This will help us to understand 

what belongs to the so called cross-domain framework and how to bring the common elements to the reality 

of the sectors. 

The work will be supported by webinars and panel discussions with experts and contributors with the aim of 

creating awareness about trends and existing initiatives but also looking at discussing and exchanging views 

in a critical way. Major elements of work will be defined and summarized in a document that will be available 

for the community and will provide guidance on interoperability principles and standards and how to be 

 

6 Reference Architecture for federation and cooperation between IoT deployments; Strategy and coordination plan for IoT 

interoperability and standard approaches 

https://european-iot-pilots.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/D02_02_WP02_H2020_CREATE-IoT_Final.pdf
https://european-iot-pilots.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/D06_01_WP06_H2020_CREATE-IoT_Final.pdf
https://european-iot-pilots.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/D06_01_WP06_H2020_CREATE-IoT_Final.pdf
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compliant with them. This work will complement TF1 on Common European Data Spaces, since Digital 

Transformation of organizations is undoubtedly linked to a data-driven transformation of industries. 

5.4.2 TF3 Planning 
TF3 will use as baseline the work on done on architectures by OPEN DEI that capitalizes many of the efforts 

developed by communities like the IoT Large scale pilots, the Big Data Value Public Private Partnership (and 

essentially BDVA) and initiatives with a sectorial focus, where proposals for Reference Architectures have 

been raised achieving reasonable support. OPEN DEI will therefore avoid repeating work that is already out 

there, but the reality shows that the technology and economic environment companies have to deal with has 

changed a lot in the last years and even months. The first element to be highlighted is the convergence of 

technologies; OPEN DEI will look at the convergence of technologies, without focusing exclusively on the 

predominant role of one technology over another one (IoT, data, connectivity, security); second element has 

to do with a clear data-driven transformation for which we are not yet prepared; companies do not share 

data to the extent that may be needed to enable AI-based applications; this has led to clear momentum 

around the concept of common data spaces, addressed by TF1. However, data and infrastructure 

environments go hand-in-hand and have to support each other, being both part of a holistic architectural 

approach. The third element has to do with the ability to scale-up, for which interoperability is essential. As 

it was mentioned before, initiatives like Living-in.eu or GAIA-X have that need in their DNA. 

The complexity associated to TF3 will be addressed as follows in terms of planning: 

• Detailed planning of TF3 including identification of major contributors from projects and external 

experts: January 2021 

• Preparatory documents and baseline: February 2021 

• Formal launch of the work: March 2021 

o [March-May 2021] The first 3 months will focus on webinars, panel discussions and 

exchanges looking at getting a complete overview of the different initiatives, analysis of the 

alignment between them and identification of challenges and aspects where major work is 

needed. The work will cover the three axes: architectures, implementation (Open source 

frameworks/components to accelerate development) and standards. In addition, two 

perspectives will be applied: a technology one looking at convergence, as depicted above, 

and a more sectorial-based one, where we will learn on the relationship between common 

(cross-sectorial) elements and domain-specific ones. 

o [May-July] The second period (of the same duration) will identify specific areas of work that 

will be addressed by the experts and materialized though the deliverable of this TF. 

o Summer period will be used to edit, refine and validate the document that will be released 

and presented in public at the end of the TF 

• OPEN DEI formal submission of D2.2 Reference Architecture for cross-domain Digital 

Transformation V2 (in alignment with the work of the TF) 

• Release of Guidance and Recommendations for compliance with a European Interoperable 

Framework for Digital Transformation (name to the discussed in the TF)-September 2021 

 

5.5 Task Force 4: Digital Single Market and common KPI systems, 

business and innovation models 

The OPEN DEI Task Force 4 “Towards Digital Single Market and common KPI systems, business and innovation 

models” aims at developing a common understanding and approach among the four OPEN DEI domains 

about the impacts achieved by the different piloting activities across the DEI ecosystem.  
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The task force will achieve this objective by opening a debate and a collaborative work environment within 

and across the projects and pilots in the four domains (Agri-food, Energy, Manufacturing and Healthcare) 

and, in close cooperation with them, the OPEN DEI Task Force 4 will put knowledge assets at their disposal 

for further sharing and validation. The activities of the task force will be closely related to WP3 “Large Scale 

Pilots Observatory” and in particular with Task 3.3 Development of DEI Benchmark tool, and to WP6 “Share, 

Connect and Attract”. 

The main goal of Task 3.3 is the assessment of the impact achieved by the piloting activities of all the platform 

projects from a program perspective, since the measurement of specific KPIs will fall under the responsibility 

of each project. As one of the main difficulties will obviously be to compare results, a set of general indicators 

is being elaborated with the direct collaboration of projects. They will serve as common comparable 

framework for all the actions. 

This will be accompanied by an evaluation methodology that will ease the process and an associated DEI 

Benchmark tool. Benchmarking will consider both technical metrics but also business- related metrics and 

when possible, it will establish relationships between both. This way it will be possible to see what the impact 

of specific features of a platform, the application of a concrete architectural approach or the use of different 

frameworks will be on business indicators, providing extremely valuable insights for decision-makers. The 

ideal goal would be to be able to establish relationships between specific performance indicators and cost, 

which is extremely challenging. 

That is why this difficult work will not be carried out from scratch, but will build upon extensive experience 

developed in impact assessment and KPIs frameworks in IoT and Big Data programs as well as on the ongoing 

DataBench project, which addresses the connection of technical and business benchmarks in the data area. 

The work carried out by Task Force 4 “Towards Digital Single Market and common KPI systems, business and 

innovation models” will be organized under OPEN DEI WP3 “Large-Scale Pilots Observatory” and WP6 “Share, 

connect and attract”.  

5.5.1 TF4 Specific objectives 
The OPEN DEI Task Force 4 “Towards Digital Single Market and common KPI systems, business and innovation 

models” is geared towards the following specific objectives:  

• Provide a comprehensive platform where a common proposal of DEI KPIs on the impacts achieved 

by piloting activities across the DEI ecosystem can be shared, discussed, reviewed (if necessary) and 

approved;  

• Identify relevant stakeholders in each project or pilots and provide a coordination tool to organize 

the work between OPEN DEI representatives and the project/pilots’ stakeholders; 

• Produce an overall evaluation of the impact of DEI KPIs measured during the OPEN DEI project 

duration and develop recommendations on how to exploit strengths and reduce possible areas of 

weaknesses.  

Task Force 4 will be organized in parallel with the work carried out by OPEN DEI on the development of a DEI 

benchmarking tool under WP3. The tool will consist of a monitoring platform accessible through the Large-

Scale Pilot Observatory Pilot Dashboard providing a single entry point to assess impact and coverage of 

European policies of the Digitising European Industry Initiative. KPIs will Identify, define and measure the 

impacts of pilots adopted in the OPEN DEI ecosystem along the four assessment areas below:  

• Technology impacts 

• Business and economic impacts 

• Socio-environmental impacts  

• Impact on the European competitiveness.  

Task work carried out in Task Force 4 will both serve as an ex-ante input to WP3 activities related to the 

development of a DEI benchmarking tool as well as an ex-post validation of the same activities.  
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5.5.2 TF4 planning 
In line with the organization and planning of the other OPEN DEI Task Forces, the work of Task Force 4 will 

revolve around several iterations. At the time of writing, we envisage three iterations as shown in the table 

below:  

Task Force Iteration I Iteration II Iteration III 

Towards Digital 

Single Market 

and common KPI 

systems, 

business and 

innovation 

models 

Survey about DT impact 

in pilots (four domains) 

Interviews about DT 

impacts for pilots 

Benchmarking exercise and 

elaboration of a Cookbook for 

DT impacts 

TABLE 15 TF4 PLANNING 

The timing of the Task Force iterations is outlined in the figure below:  

 

FIGURE 22 TASK FORCE 4 PLANNING AND ITERATIONS 

For Iteration I, which is expected to run between January 2021 and June 2021, we have identified the following 

milestones:  

• Identification and validation of Task Force participants (December 2020/Early February 2021) 

• Launch of Task Force via Webinar or other virtual meeting (mid-January 2021) 

• Kick-Off Meeting with definition of roles and responsibilities among participants (end January 2021) 

• Agreement and validation of specific objectives and common plan (mid-February 2021) 

• Survey design, validation and launch (end February 2021) 

• Data collection and preliminary analysis (end May 2021) 

• Analysis of results and production of outputs (end June 2021)  

Iteration 1 will lead to the production of a common position paper summarizing the results of the KPIs 

benchmarking tool and presenting a shared vision of the results across the whole OPEN DEI ecosystem.  

The content of the position paper will be further used for communication and dissemination purposes in the 

form of ad-hoc communication material and/or other material to be used to support ecosystem’s webinars, 

workshops and other events.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

In the framework of OPEN DEI WP1, a four domains coordination methodology has been formalized and 

its eight steps defined, agreed with all the stakeholders and their implementation started. 

STEP-1. Appointment of the Ambassadors. The 4 Ambassadors (Carmen Polcaro MANUFACTURING; 

Marianna Faraldi AGRI-FOOD, Alberto Dognini ENERGY and Luc Nicolas HEALTH & CARE) have 

been appointed inside the OPEN DEI consortium and are currently fully operational.  

STEP-2. Definition of OPEN DEI ecosystem. At the moment of delivering D1.3 in fact, 13 projects from 

the Inner Circle are actively contributing to OPEN DEI, while the results of both DT-ICT-09 (Rural 

Areas) and DT-ICT-12 (AI Hospital of the Future) has not been published yet. Additional 

ecosystem projects (especially in the health care domain) have been invited and engaged in 

OPEN DEI, so that at the moment the OPEN DEI ecosystem counts of 28 projects in the four 

domains. 

STEP-3. Definition of Working Groups. Currently 5+4+3+5 = 17 Working Groups are active in our 

ecosystem. This number is very variable and dynamic for motivations internal to each of the 

domains: very recently for instance the initial 9 manufacturing Working Groups have been 

merged into 5. 

STEP-4. Definition of Supporting Tools. While the other domains adopted their own supporting tools 

solutions (often provided by domain CSAs or clusters), especially the Health and Care domain 

and its WGs took advantage of the mailing lists and repository facilities offered by OPEN DEI. 

STEP-5. Working Groups activities. The OPEN DEI Ambassadors’ presence is assured in all of them, 

but with different roles, depending on the case: from just a secretarial work to a more active 

role of moderators and stimulation of discussion. 

STEP-6. Cross-Domain activities. The main role for OPEN DEI Ambassadors in domain specific WGs is 

to identify topics which could have a cross-domain impact and to propose their adoption in any 

of the OPEN DEI Task Forces. This was for instance the case for different domain-specific events 

on Data Sharing Spaces which expressed their need for a cross-domain discussion. 

STEP-7. Creation of Task Forces. TF1 about Data Sharing Spaces is fully operational and will deliver its 

main output (a white paper) within the end of the year. In 2021 new Task Forces will be 

activated. For instance, the TF2 will more focus on business and SME engagement topics 

(through DIHs), while TF3 will focus on technical topics such as reference architectures, 

standards and role of Open Source solutions. 

STEP-8. Implementation of Task Forces. TF1 is currently ongoing with the active participation of 13 

projects from the four domains and a community of experts of more than 40 people, engaged 

in the writing of the four main chapters of the white paper “Design Principles for common and 

domain-specific Data Spaces” Fundamentals of Data Spaces; Building Blocks for Data Spaces; 

Sector-specific Data Spaces; Business and Governance models for Data Spaces. 

This deliverable D1.3 reported the birth and evolution of OPEN DEI ecosystem along the four application 

domains suggested by the “Digital Platform and Pilots” focus area of LEIT ICT work-programme 2019-2020.  

The short-term evolution of D1.3 will report about the new DT-ICT projects approved in the 09 and 12 calls, 

about the evolution of the Working Groups in the four domains and in the full implementation of the Task 

Forces. 

In the medium-long term and till the conclusion of the project in mid-2022, OPEN DEI will follow carefully the 

entry into force of the 2021-2027 Multiannual Financial Framework and in particular the first calls of Horizon 

Europe and Digital Europe programs. 

Stay tuned with OPEN DEI and its coordination and support activities in the four domains of Manufacturing, 

Agri-food, Energy and Health & Care. 


